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SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
Computer Software for Choreography!
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Drag & Drop Simplicity!

QUICK FACTS!
• PC - Windows 3.x/Windows 95/98
• Basic, Mainstream. Plus. Advanced 1 & 2!
• "Teach Function" • Create New Calls & Formations Even Asymmetric Formations!
• "Drag & Drop" Menu & Button Driven
• Full Smooth Animation. "Bird's Eye" Top View!
• Each Dancer Identified By Color, Number & Shape
• Create & Save Your Own "Modules"
• Can Create "Set-Ups" Zero Box, Zero Line, etc.
• Shows Full Body Flow. Dance Speed Adjustable
• NEW "Formation Arrangement Mover"
• NEW "Find" Feature (needs 8 MB Ram Min.)
• Dance Printout With Or Without Formation
• Callerlab Definitions From Drop-Down Menu
• System Requirements386 Or Higher - 40 MHz -PC
486 Processor Recommended For Advanced
DOS or Windows 3.05/98 Iplease specify)
• WinHath Ver. 2.013.4 & Ver. 2.95 (Win95/910 • 5199.00

THE ELECTRIC
SQUARE DANCE

SQUARE DANCE
ACTION.
QUICK FACTS!

QUICK FACTS!
• PC - Operates In DOS-Looks & Works Like Windows
• Basic, Mainstream & Plus
• Drop Down Menus...Use Your Mouse Or Keyboard
• Each Dancer Is Identified By Color, Number & Sex
• Calls Danced By Definitions
• "Get-Out Coach"-Suggestions For Resolution
• Beat Counter Tallies of Total Of Steps Danced!
• Works From Any "Legal" Formation
• Full Smooth Animation. "Bird's Eye" Top View!
• Shows Full Dancer Body Flow And Use Of Honda
• Dance Speed Adjustable
• Formations Displayed With A Single Mouse Click
• Definitions Available From Drop-Down Help Menu
386 Or Higher
• System Requirements:
DOS 5.0 Or Windows
1.2 MB Hard Disk
500k XMS Memory
The
Electric
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DancelESD)569.00111
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MAC - Operates Only On A MAC
Basic, Mainstream. Plus, Advanced 1 & 2!
Menu Driven or Type In Moves
Calls May Be Abbreviated "hpto" is Heads Pass The Ocean
Each Dancer Is Identified By Number & Shape
Calls Danced By Definitions
Stop Action, Replay & Choreo Record Modes
User May Setup Any FASR for 12 Different Formations
Works From Most Standard Formations
Full Smooth Animation. "Bird's Eye" Top View!
Shows Full Dancer Body Flow
Dance Speed Adjustable
Reposition Dancers To Many Starting Formations
Comprehensive User Manual On Disk - Easily Printed
System Requirements:
MAC II Or Higher System 7.0 or Later
Square Dance Action (SDA) - $99.00

1-800-445-7398
(USA & Canada)
Phone 800-445-7398 or 603-876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
Foreign Toll Free: AT&T USA Direct * + 800*
E-mail: Supreme@SupremeAudio.com
Website: WWW.SlIpremeAudio.com
SUPREME AUDIO, INC.
P.O. Box 50 • Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
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Deborah
Carroll

Er en
Spur

KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI•HAT &
BLUE RIBBON & DJ DANCE RECORDS

Bobby
Npard

Kip
Garvey

BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS
HH 5246 - "Takes Two To Tango" by Dan
HH 5245 - "Tonight The Heartache's On Me" by Kip
HH 5244 - "He's My Rock" by Ernie
HH 5243 - "Amarillo" by Dan
HH 5242 - "Mexicali Blues" by Joe
HH 672 - "Sammie" flip Hoedown (2 cpl) Basic 49 by Buddy
ELK 045 - "Two Pina Coladas" Sing-a-long by Dan

RECENT BEST SELLERS,ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS

Tom
Miller

Dan
Nordby•

HH 5241 - "Satin Sheets" by Deborah
ItH 5240 - "Don't Sweetheart Me" by Tom Miller
1 i H 5239 - "Oh, Oh, I'm Fallin' In Love Again" by Ernie
5238 - "In A Letter To You" by Dan
HH 671 - "Happy/Ginger" flip Hoedown by the Hi-Hatters
Joe
Saltel

You may order the HI-HAT PIONEERS cowboy tapes from the producer.

BLUE

Bill
Donahue

Jason
Dean

RIBBON RECORDS

Earl
West

David
Murray

Dave
Parker

Jerry
Gulledge

RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON & DJ
BR 298 - "All I Have To Do Is Dream" by Jerry Gulledge
BR 1026 - "Jezebel" (Round) by Paul & Ruthannis Rogers

PRODUCER: ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES - 3925 N TOLLHOUSE RD. FRESNO CA 93726-7437
PHONE: (559) 227-2764 FAX: (559) 224-1463
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HAWAI'I in 2001
36TH ALOHA STATE
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL
JANUARY 22 - 28, 2001
A FULL WEEK OF HAWAI'l ADVENTURES!
WHALES, CRUISE, LUAU, HULA DANCERS
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING
Ala Wai Golf Course Clubhouse Ballroom

Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawai'i
Air Conditioned Comfort,
Hardwood Floors.
Trail-in activities: January 22 - 24
Convention Dances & Workshops
January 25 - 27
Discounted Tour Packages, Air Fares,
Hotels
Outrigger Travel
150 Kaiulani Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96815
(800) 676-7740 ext. 153
alien @ outriggertravelcom
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Festival Chairperson
PO Box 1
Pearl City, HI 96782
Hot Line (808) 923-0446
www.inix.com/squaredancehawaii
e-mail: Trvoss@aol.com
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Time Flies!
This month's cover says it all "FUN!" Here it is September and
in many areas this is Square
Dance Month. We hope your club
has its sights set on marketing
and promoting the square dance
at every occasion which may cross
its path.
Fairs are numerous during this
time of the year and they are a
great opportunity to show what
we have to offer. We've said it
before but it needs repeating:
Many malls need entertainment,
so why not contact them and find
out about a demonstration. In
either location, make it possible

for the viewers to participate.
What can you do with eight
tractors? How about Promenade,
Star or any of several other square
dance moves. As we were
finalizing this month's issue, we
saw a piece on the July 31, NBC
Today Show and it was a great for
square dancing. There they were,
8 red tractors demonstrating
square dancing. The drivers, eh
dancers, some dress as women,
did a super job. We can always
take more publicity like this.
Whatever direction you go in,
just keep it fun. And smile!
SQUARE DANCE TAPES
Levels: Basic -- A-2
Also Available:
Round Dance, Contra,
Clogging,
and others

VIDEO
ERNATKWAL
--

Instructional Dance Tapes
3649 Whittier Blvd. L.A., CA 90023

(323) 262-5942
(FAX) 262-0443 or 262.2714
E-Mail: randrvideo@aol.com
VISA - MC - DISCOVER Accepted
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Ask Anytime
Dear Friends at American SquareDance:
We just wanted to let you know that
we have just finished another class and
would like to request seven (7) copies
of your magazine to give to the new
graduates. Our latest graduation over
at Higgins, TX came on very suddenly,
with vacations and etc. and we just
didn't have time to request the
magazines for graduation. Our
graduation held on June 27 was
attended by over eight squares of
dancers representing three districts.
We were able to graduate three
couples and four singles from this
group. Lois and I feel fortunate to have
been able to teach and graduate three
sets of lessons in 2000. Now if we can
just keep them dancing.
Thanks for this and past favors and
"Keep Up The Good Work!"
Rod & Lois Ford
Gage, OX

Old Calls
Hi,
I just picked up the July 2000 copy
of ASD and started to read it. I found
"The Caller Coach" by Don Williamson
and started to read this method of
square resolution. I am a novice caller
and I look for this type of article. The
primary and secondary couples are a
different use of names. Usually 1" and
4"1 couple are the names but this
sounded wider in scope. I eagerly
continued reading until I hit the first or
A get out. Crosstrail Thru and
Allemande Left. Crosstrail Thru has
been dropped from the Mainstream list
for over 10 years. Right and Left Thru
and Allemande Left work just as well
and they are still on the Mainstream
list. I was really upset that Don

gaaffne
ll
Shale Greet
918-485-0362

Guy Adorns
815-654-1061

non Russel

864.801-0961
HOT QUADRILLE RELEASES
Itcregeer2
guyogncto.com
@wo corn
0-930 Mm Mm GOOD - Stan
0-929 YOU NEVER KNOW JUST HOW GOOD YOU'VE GOT IT - John
0-928 REBEL BLUES / HOLD ON - Hoedown
0-927 LET'S GET BACK TO ME & YOU - John
0-926 SUMMER WIND - Guy
011
;:M
,,Irrco
W
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"Try our Platinum Series CD's"
Quadrille Records, Box 7-11, Macks Creek, MO 65786
(573) 363-5432
audiolft@dam.net
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Pevtry'a Peace Rem/tea ctia soidied.
Squares • Rounds • Country Western • Clogging
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69
Nicholasville, Kentucky 40340-0069
Message or Fax Call Toll Free 24 Hours
USA (800) 882-3262
Canada (800) 292-2623
Local or Intl (606) 885-9235
www.perrysplace.com
E-Mail: dancestuff@perrysplace.com
Williamson was publishing an article
that was from the early eighties in a 21"
century publication.
Phyllis Rendon
Editors note: We can understand
your frustration. Unfortunately we
missed this when Don sent it to us.
We have made him aware of the
situation. Unfortunately, some things
die very hard, including terminology
being used and "old" calls which
have been dropped from the active
list. Our apologies.
Dear Editor:
In "The Caller Coach" column in the
July 2000 issue of "American
SquareDance" magazine Don
Williamson states (in Step V, A): "If the
secondary man is to the right and he
has his partner, the get out call is:
Crosstrail Thru, Allemande Left.
It should be noted that Crosstrail
Thru is no longer a part of the
Mainstream or Plus programs of
square dancing, having been dropped
several years ago. I'd suggest that an
alternative get out for this case is: Star
Thru, Pass Thru, Allemande Left.
As a teacher of an annual beginning

Office
and
Customer Service
(606) 885-9440

square dance class, when a call is
dropped from the program it is no
longer taught or used. At this point, I
believe few Mainstream or Plus dancers in my local area would know how to
do a Crosstrail Thru - either because
they were never taught the call or
because they have forgotten it.
One of my frustrations is when
dancers attend an out-of-area dance
and then report back that something
was called that they did not know.
Last year, for example, I understand
a number of callers at the National
Square Dance Convention were still
using Remake the Thar in the Plus
hall, although it is no longer "on the
list." This can hurt the confidence of
our newer dancers, our most valuable resource!
Sincerely,
Keith. M. Ferguson
Saratoga, CA
Point of Order - July
I read Judy's letter (Woman Learn
To Dance As The Man, .Judy Weger)
and felt compelled to write in support
of the effort she has made over the
years to enjoy this wonderful activity of
square dancing.
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MEG SIMKINS

119 Allen Street
(413) 566-3349
Hampden, MA 01036
Everything
for
Square Dancers

Send for our
"Free Catalog"

Handling $5.00 ea

NEW

NEW

Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline.
Extremely full #6000 - Sixty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
Extremely full #5000 - Fifty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
Extremely full #4000 - Forty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
LENGTHS:
COLORS:
SIZES:

$36.00
$33.00
$30.00

19, 20, 21 and 23 inches.
Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Pink,
Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy, Dusty Rose.
Small, Medium and Large

In New Zealand and in particular
the club I call for, we admire the
competence of those ladies that can
readily switch from the mans steps to
the ladies, in fact with more lady club
members than men we are grateful for
the effort they make. I would add that
there is no identification problem as we
have red sashes that they can wear and
in most cases these ladies become
much better dancers through dancing
in either position.
So Judy you're welcome to come
and dance with us at Deco Dancers
Hawkes Bay New Zealand anytime we
will supply the red sash.
Ron Day
Taradale, New Zealand
American SquareL)ance. September 2000

Thank You
I enjoy reading your magazine very
much. Thanks for sending me the extra copies of the May issue with Johnny
Wykoff's photo and article. Johnny was
our club caller in Houston for 15 years.
We will miss him very much. I placed
the extra copies of the magazine on the
table at one of our special dances a
couple of weeks ago and they went very
quickly. People were genuinely happy
to get them, and I was glad to have
asked you for them.
Thanks again.
Helen Dean
Lone Star Singles
Houston, 7X
9

Washington State Square
Dance License Plates
I really enjoyed your July article on
Washington State Square Dance License Plates. While the state of
Virginia does not have a special plate
set aside for Square Dancing, the state
does allow for individuals to take any
combination of letters and numbers so
you can create your own "personalized
vanity plate."
The state has set up a web site at
"www.dmv.state.va.us" so you can see
if your idea is already in use. If it is
available you can reserve it. The cost
for these vanity plates is $10 annually.
I consider it a real bargain for
advertising something you enjoy. It is
fun when you are stopped at a traffic
light to read the plates and try to figure
out what they mean. For that low cost,
it seems like almost everyone has a
message they want people to see.
I chose "SQ DANCE" for my plate. I
have had many people at work stop me
and ask me: "Do you square dance?" Of
course I tell them all about the fun and
friendship that goes along with our
activity. A couple of the people seem
interested and may be prime candi-

dates when our clubs New Dancer
Dances start up in the fall.
Here is a list of dance related plates
I have seen so far at various festivals in
the state of Virginia: CALLERS; JOIN
16; TRADE BY; 4 SQDNCN; SQ DNCN;
SCOOT BK; I CALL 2; SW THRU; SQ
DANC; SQ DANCE (my plate); U
TEACUP; YELO ROK; PRMONAD;
CALLER; DOSEDO. The following 2 are
related to our local organizations:
ASCA and VASARDA. The round
dancers also have their own plates: Q 1
4 U; 0 DANCER. I also saw the
following plate from Indiana at one of
our festivals: SQ M UP.
This is a way to have fun and
personalize a part of your life.
The next time you go to a festival
and see someone driving slowly around
the parking lot, it might be me looking
for additional plates to add to my list.
Happy dancing.
Gordon Adamslci
Palmyra, VA
Send your letters to:
ASD Mail Room, PO BOX 777,
N. Scituate, RI 02857

Larry Cole
LColeSDCOO!kOL.com

Phone (765) 384-7089

Square Dance Caller
3302 N. 500 W - Marion, IN 46952

- Dances - Weekends - Festivals —
CALLERLAB - Rawhide-Buckskin Records
'So You Want To Be A Caller" American Square Dance Magazine
Square Stars Caller Training (Clinks - Seminars - Schoch)
10
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HILT 0 N sound systems
MA-150 Amplifier
and mixer

Compact amplifier/mixer.
The MA-150 has unlimited applications -

Variable speed turntables and
power amplifiers in a single
enclosure.

dance instructors, exhibition groups, anywhere amplified sound is required. A
powerful amplifier with four independ-

■ Two microphone inputs

ently controlled microphone inputs and

■ Adjustable input/output levels for tape,
CD, MiniDisc, or any audio signal

MiniDisc, CD and tape players, and most

two auxiliary inputs. Compatible with

■ Balance controls for two track recording
and playback

other signal sources. Only 6.5 pounds, 9-

■ Rugged outer carrying case with
removable lid

fits into an attache case.

1/2" W x 10-5/8" D x 2-1/4" H- easily

■ Auxiliary output jacks for line and
microphone levels

GEMINI C0J-10 A professional CD
player with variable speed of plus or minus
• 16% of normal. LED display shows number
of tracks, play mode, speed, pause mode,
• elapsed time, time remaining. Controls are:
Play/Pause, Track Skip (forward and back),
• Scan Buttons, Continuous Play and Cue.
Line level output to amplifier input.

CALL OR WRITE FOR CATALOG

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
1033-E Shary Circle - Concord, CA 94518

Phone: 925-682-8390
FAX: 925-682-8497 - e-mail: HiltonAud@aol.com - Web page: http://www.ccnet.comi-hiltonapi
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*SD NEWS
Congratulations
Ralph & Joan Collipi
At the recent ROUNDALAB Convention in Baltimore, Ralph & Joan
Collipi from Salem, New Hampshire,
were awarded the prestigious Silver
Halo Award. Ralph & Joan write "On
The Records ROUNDS" for American
SquareDance Magazine and "Round
Dance Record Review" for The Northeast Square Dancer Magazine.

clubhouse, and three church fellowship halls. At present members dance
in the East Asheville Community
Center.
The Twirlers have
had only
three callers - Bud
Plemmons
(1960-76),
Hoyle
The Skyland Twirlers
Grose
The Skyland Twirlers of Asheville,
(1977-93),
NC recently observed a signal occasion and
Jerry
Ken and Peggy Maultsby
their 401" anniversary. Guest caller for
are the presidents of the Biggerstaff
their anniversary dance was one of the
(1994Skyland Twirlers.
nation's most recognizable callers - Tony
present).
Oxendine of Sumter, S.C.
Since 1964 the club cuer and
Over 100 dancers were welcomed by round dance instructor has been
club President Ken and Peggy Maultsby, Edna Anderson. She and her husband
and the club caller and his wife Jerry Bill have been club members for the
and Judy Biggerstaff. Special guests at past 36 years. Bill is a talented
the dance were club
master of cerfounders Ray &
emonies and
Mary Talley. The
leader of speclub had its origin
cial events.
in the basement
Four charter
family room of the
members are
Talley house in
still active club
Skyland, a town
members tonear Asheville, in
day. They are
January, 1960. Five
Ray and Mary
young
couples
Talley & Bud
graduated from a
and Bernice
mainstream class a
Creasman.
Ray and Mary Talley were founders of the
few months later
Skyland Twirlers of Asheville, NC.
Two other
and became charter
couples - John
members of the Skyland Twirlers.
and Edith Shuford & Leo and Wilda
erent homes, including a fire Fisher - have been active members
station hall, a community
since 1963.
12
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ARON'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Come Visit Us On Your Way To The
50" NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION - JUNE 2001 - SPECIAL! SPECIAL!
Malco Modes Slip 592 in all colors & sizes
Regular price $51.00 - Our Sale Price $40.00 plus shipping
We have everything you need for men and women in our shop.
For the home sewer, send $2.00 for our new catalog of our patterns
for skirts, blouses, vests, aprons and dresses to:
Aron's Square Dance Shop, 8974 East Huntington Drive
San Gabriel, CA 91775. Phone: 626-285-8544

Six club members have had experience calling or cueing - Charles
Allison, Gordon Hoxit, Dick Crowell,
Troy Crow, Leo Fisher, and Larry
Monday. Of these, Larry is the only
one still active; he is a round dance
teacher and cuer.
President Ken & Peggy Maultsby
expressed the hope that all club
members "will continue to celebrate
with us each time our club's doors are
open for dancing and fellowship."
Al Stewart
Greensboro, NC

This year in Baltimore, Yosuke
visited us again and presented us
with the photo. Thank you, Yosuke,
and Pat and I hope to see you again
next year in Anaheim.
Ed & Pat Juaire

Benefit Dance Held For
Ed & Lena Bradshaw

Approximately 70 dancers and
callers from the Triad area of North
Carolina were present for a benefit
dance at Village Green in Greensboro
June 23. All donations, plus monies
collected from a 50/50 drawing and an
Thank you Yosuke Ito
auction, went to help pay various
Since acquiring
expenses inAmerican
curred by Ed
SguareDance
and Lena
Magazine, we have
Bradshaw of
been in the vendor
Asheboro,
area at the National
former memConventions. Last
bers of the
year in IndianapoSmiling
lis, we were visited
Squares and
by Yosuke Ito, of
Siler
City
Tokyo, Japan and
Squares.
Pat, Yosuke and Ed
at that time, the
These two
accompanying
clubs, as well
photo was taken.
as the Randolph Squares, sponsored

Q: What do you call a boomerang that doesn't work ?
A. A stick.
American SquareDance, September 2000
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Baltimore 2000

Cory at work!

This year's Party Basket winner!
Marianne Jackson

Future ASD Employee
Derek

wheelchairs.
the dance.
Callers at the
Aided by a mirdance were Harry
ror over their
stove, they do a
Morgan, George Jacklimited amount
son, Monk Moore.
of cooking. HowHarry Lackey, and
ever, they rePaul Kubler. Although
ceive lunches
the Bradshaws were
regularly from
unable to attend the
the local Meals
dance, they were repOn Wheels and
resented by several
family members. Ed Ed & Lena Bradshaw of Asheboro, N.C. other assistance
was president of the were the grateful beneficiaries of a from neighbors
Smiling Squares in recent dance sponsored by three clubs in and
church
friends. One
1992-93.
the Triad area of North Carolina.
SmilingSquares
Both Ed & Lena are
partially paralyzed and confined to member has observed, "They have a
14
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positive attitude and lots of faith."
When Smiling Squares president
Mary Caviness and secretary Helen
Spencer presented the $2,000 contributed by dancers to Ed & Lena a few
days following the dance, the couple
was most appreciative and remarked,
"This means so much to us."
The entire Triad square dance
community is indebted to the
Bradshaws for their contribution to
their favorite recreational activity.
Al Stewart
Greensboro, NC
Midwest Caller School
The sixteenth Annual Midwest
Caller School was held at B.E. Henry
Community Center in Marshall, Michigan on June 11-16, 2000.
Student callers and partners attending this year were John & Melinda
Knight from Ohio, Joe Tippman of
South Dakota, Carol & Alan Bassett of
Minnesota, Leroy Roland & Sharon
Baisden of Michigan and Duane
McDaniel & Betty Nall of Ohio.
By the end of the school, all these
callers had gained an insight into
choreography, the mechanics of calling
and teaching. The new callers have a
great potential as callers and leaders
in the square dance activity.
Midwest Caller School was started
in 1984 by Stan & Cathie Burdick along
with Don & Bev Taylor. The school was
held at Promenade Hall in Auburn,
Indiana from 1984 through 1999. After

the 1999 school, the Taylors sold the
Promenade Hall. In 1999, Rick &
Marylou Duckham joined the school as
staff and partners, a decision was
made at that time to move the 2000
school to Marshall, Michigan. Stan &
Cathie Burdick are still a part of the
school, serving in an advisory capacity.
Since 1984, the CALLERLAB student
caller curriculum has been used.
From 1984-1999, Mac & Winnie
McMullan were coordinators and
hosts. They also attended several
sessions this year.
Larry Cole was a guest instructor
and shared his calling expertise. He
also explained the benefits of
CALLERLAB membership.
A dance was held each evening with
each student calling. A graduation
dance was held on Thursday evening
with each student receiving a certificate of recognition.
Callers, cuers and dancers attending the Thursdays dance were
Carol & Tom Kelly, Bob & Vertieda
and Molargik, Dorothy & Wayne
Goheen. The students and staff
thanked Larry & Helen Chamberlain
and all the local dancers for their
support during the week.
Plans are underway for the 2001
Midwest Callers School from June 1015, 2001.
Send items of interest to ASD
NEWS. Please include your name,
address and phone number.

THE GIRAFFE
The giraffe has fewer vertebrae in it's neck than a mouse. Can see backward
without turning it's head. Does without water longer than a camel. Runs faster
than a horse. Cannot utter a sound - has no vocal cords. Talks with it's tail.
American SquareDance, September 2000
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CALLERLAB HONORS BOOK
Jim York
Milestone, 1984
In referring to an individual as
being a "caller's caller" is not to infer
any lack of appeal to the general
dancing public. It acknowledges him
as being a caller-among-callers, an
individual much looked up to and
admired, one who sets standards for
others to follow in years to come.
Such a person was Jim York.
Jim started calling in the Los
Angeles area in 1947. He passed away
just ten years later but, within that
single decade, he left an indelible
mark on the world of square dancing.
Together with his wife, Jeanne,
the Yorks averaged about 21 calling
nights a month. Jim recorded on the
Sets In Order and Sunny Hills labels
and during his lifetime he composed
many of the favorite patter calls of the
day including Suzie Q, Driftwood,
Trailing Star, York's Double Cross,
Double Whammy, and many others.
In the May, 1980 issue of Square
Dancing Magazine, guest writer Les
Gotcher had this to say about Jim and
his contributions: "When I first met
Jim, I immediately recognized that
this man was one of the very best

callers it had ever been my pleasure to
meet. Jim soon became one of the most
popular callers in his area. He did not
travel, calling only to local dancers,
but he made quite a name for himself,
not only in Los Angeles but all over the
nation, by writing advanced but
excellent material. Jim York's genius
cast a reflection onto the future of
square dancing as time has proven. He
was ahead of his time." gib

YOU TELL 'EM LADY
Three ladies were having tea at the Waldorf. The first said: "My husband
bought me some diamond bracelets. Then my skin broke out, and the doctor
said I was allerigic to diamonds. So we had to return them."
The second said that her husband had bought her a fur coat, which had
to be returned because the doctor said she was allergic to furs.
The third fainted. When she was revived, she explained, "I'm allerigic to
hot air."
I6
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SIZZLING SELLERS
RWH-213 PATRIOTIC MEDLEY by Tom
RWH-212 SANTO DOMINGO by Jerry

Join our staff on January 10, 2001 for a
10-Day PANAMA CANAL CRUISE
SQUARE DANCE EVERY EVENING
On hardwood floors!
For a free brochure telephone toll free

1-800-247-1899
Jim Snyder

Tom Rudebock

2
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Write tor
your free
copy of
our new
Summer
Catalog!
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Dick Waibel Enterprises, 6168 North Stockdale Drive, Fresno, CA 93722-3230
Voice: 559-275-7076 — FAX: 559-275-8119 — E-mail: Producer@rawhide-records.com
Visit Our Web Site: Mtp://www.rawhide-records.com
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September is National Square
Dance Month and is usually the prime
time for recruiting new dancers for
your club. Once upon a time I too was a
new dancer. What amazed me was the
colorful outfits of the dancers and their
partners. I hadn't
done much sewing
since my now grown
up children were in
elementary school,
but felt that once a
sewer always a
sewer. It just came
back naturally. But
there are many new
dancers that have
never sewn before
but would still like that custom look in
an outfit. This article will attempt to
give you some ideas and if anyone out
there has any more to pass on, please
let me know.
Your local square dance shop can
help you with a basic white circle
skirt. One is made by Malco Modes and
is very reasonably priced. Now all you
have to do is add some appliques here
and there. If you don't sew, there are
many stick on appliques that really
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q'Box
kj 600. •Errgat,ka
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pu

Club Orders 20% off
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work. You use
a
product
called R-11
Magic that is available at most fabric
and craft stores where you can also
purchase many different appliques.
Just follow the directions and this
product
really
works.
Now for your
partners shirt...just
use an applique on
the front yoke and
on the back yoke.
Preferably two
smaller ones on the
front and one a
little larger in the back. A nice touch
would be to pick up a color in the
applique for the color of your partners
tie. Another skirt that lends itself to
trims is the gore skirt in a solid color.
You can sew, hand sew, or use R-11 to
attach appliques to the different
panels. This is a perfect way to have a
theme skirt, such as using Christmas
decorations on each panel. For your
partners shirt...you guessed it...trim
the yokes. If you are a beginner sewer

• Ice eftioe AVE.
Phone- 913-262-4240
(800) 989-DOTS (3687)
oNsAs

-.see '7064
Custom Fashions
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NE141 LINE c91- FASHIONS
CALIFORNIA
ARON'S Square Dance Shop
8974 East Huntington Drive
San Gabriel, CA 91775
626.285-8544

OKLAHOMA
PROMENADE PARADE
1709 N Lelia
Guymon OK 73942
Orders: (800) 200-9894
Customer Service Evenings and
Weekends (580) 338-2573
www weblex corn/promenade
Send for FREE CATALOG

DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats
8331 Pinecrest Drive
Redwood Valley CA 95470
(800) 468-6423
http 11www squareshop com
Free Swatches, Flyers
SQUARED FASHIONS
5821 Auburn Blvd Ste 5
Sacramento CA 95841-1207
(916) 344-0346

ILLINOIS
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
3405 N Harlem Ave
Chicago IL 60634
773-545-8807

KANSAS
B/T SQUARE DANCE SHOP
635 E 47th St.
Wichita KS 67216
I blk. W of 1-35, Exit 42
(316) 522-6670,
Closed Sun & Mon
Mail Orders & MC & Visa Card

MASSACHUSETTS
MEG SIMKINS
119 Allen St
Hampden MA 01036
(413) 566-3349
Everything for Square Dancers
Send for our free catalog.
STAHLY'S STITCHERY
PO Box 2195
Manomet MA 02345
(508) 224-7077
Hard to find sizes our specialty
Send lor our extended size
catalog

TEXAS
THE CATCHALL
2310 Brook Hollow Dr
Wichita Falls TX 76308-2206
Square & Round Dance Regalia
Immediate Mail Order Service
Call: (940) 692-8814
e-mail: catchall wf net

WASHINGTON
PETTICOAT JUNCTION
14523 Highway 99 al
Lynnwood WA 98037
(800) 344.3262
www.petticoatict.corn
e-mail: petticoatictajuno.com
Describe it, we'll find it!

Searching for Square and Round Dance Clothing?
Order Iron, these shops!

than you CAN add rickrack, lace,
ribbons or what ever you feel is you, to
either of these skirts. You can dress
up any of the basic solid color skirts
and blouses with trims of your choice.
One of the smartest DRESSED UP
outfits was made with a basic black
outfit that the dancer had fixed up
with rows and rows of gold rickrack.
There was rickrack on the ruffle edges
on the skirt and even sewn on the
seam line up the gores of the skirt. The
blouse was trimmed with the gold on
the neck ruffle and the sleeve ruffles,
American SquareDance, September 2000

and topped with a gold bows placed
here and there on the ruffle of the skirt
and one at the center of the blouse
neck ruffle. Her partners shirt was
black with some small gold applique
and he wore a gold lame tie. This was
some sharp outfit-.,real classy with a
western flair.
For beginner sewers...
A basic gore skirt pattern can be
purchased from several mail order
shops. The basic skirt pattern and
others can be ordered from Aron's
Square Dance Shop (see the ad in the
19
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Discount Women's & Men's Square Dance Apparel
PO Box 2195 • 665 State Road • Manomet, MA 02345
Phone: 508-224-7077 • Fax: 508-224-2558
Women's small - 3XI, & Men's shirts small - 4XL
Send for our NEW extended size catalog TODAY!

classifieds) The ideas are endless on
making this basic skirt. Just let your
creativeness take over. When our
granddaughter started square dancing, we purchased the Authentic
pattern # 318. This pattern is for a very
simple eight gore skirt and basic
peasant blouse. The first skirt she
made only had one ruffle on the bottom,
and as she gained confidence in all that
gathering she added two or three
ruffles on the bottom. The blouse was
also easy for her as a beginner sewer.
(This is the basic gore skirt pattern
that I use. It adapts very well to all the
different ideas.)
A basic circle skirt can be made
from several different directions. For a
beginner, it might be best to make your
own circle skirt pattern. The following
is a reprint from the booklet I prepared
for the Sewing Clinic for the North
Carolina State Convention. You can
use your imagination for the trims , etc.
Regular Way....
Make a pattern, place the point of a
compass at the upper left hand corner
of tracing paper, (Christmas wrap
works well or use newspaper), and
draw out a 5" corner. Lay one end of a
yardstick up against this curved pencil
line; mark your length at the other end
at 23 1/2" (or your petticoat length plus
2 1/2".) Lift the yard stick and set down
20

again a few times, marking as you go
from one edge to the other. Mark 2
notches on the upper left hand side of
the pattern and cut pattern piece out at
curved line markings. Open out 2 1/2
yards of fabric and refold so that the
full width is folded. Mark waistband
and lay pattern on fabric so one side is
along the fabric fold line and the other
side butts up against waistline mark.
Cut out waistband; then cut out pattern
piece. Lay pattern out again and cut.
Waist band can now be trimmed to
your correct waist size plus a few
inches for button and buttonhole. With
right sides together, sew all seams
leaving a side or back upper seam open
for a zipper. Sew in zipper, attach
waistband, add button and make
buttonhole; let skirt hang overnight
before hemming. When ready to
hem....turn up a narrow hem on your
sewing machine or a rolled hem on
your serger.
Easy Way....
You may want to cut a pattern for
the circle skirt but I find that I can just
use a measuring tape and cut it out
quicker than using a pattern. A basic
circular skirt can be made very easy
using a compass and yard stick (or
measuring tape). Fold fabric in half so
that raw edges are together. Measure
using a compass (or ribbon if you've
American SquareDance, September 2000

Rockin' M Records is proud to present an
All Gospel Tape featuring your favorite
callers: Sonya SaveII, Owner/Producer;
John Gorski, Lawton, OK; and Global Music
recording artist, Mike Bramlett from Dallas, TX.
Rockin' Gospel tunes include: The Devil's In
The Phone Booth Dialing 911; 0' Come Along;
He's Been So Good To Me; An Old Convention
Song; Can He, Could He, Would He, Did He;
Raise The Roof; Movin' Up To Gloryland and
The Rock Shall Not Cry Out.
Sound clips can be heard on our WEB SITE
at RockinM.com
Tapes may be purchased for $10.00 (US) plus postage. Send check or money
order to: Rockin' M Records: PO Box 271937, Oklahoma City OK 73137. For more
information visit with Sonya and Terry - email: rockinmrecords@netscape.net

already marked it) down from the
corner the desired waist measurement, mark from edge to edge. From
this line measure for the length using
the yardstick, measuring tape or
ribbon, the desired length (alr C o% a -1
lowing for a 5/8"
hem). Mark from
edge to edge. You
will cut 2 of ii
these, one on the
fold of fabric, the
other on fabric 7 C
that is doubled,
so you will have
3 pieces, a front
and two backs.
You can also cut
2 of these on the
fold so you will
only have a front
and back. Cut a waistband and attach.
One of the prettiest skirts you can
make for square dancing is the circular
skirt with a bottom ruffle. The ruffle is
American SquareDance, September 2000

added for a richer, fuller look, while the
circular top gives a smooth look to your
waistline. The ruffle should measure at
least 8" deep when finished. You will
need 2 3/4 to 3 yards of 45" fabric for a
circular skirt and
ruffles.
Hope
this
"back to basics"
has been a help.
Sometimes we
get too complicated, when res' 44.
a> mr,e,
ally a simple patlo AP'
tern, trimmed
C,‘‘
just right is reA-1:‘
ally a sharp
outfit on the
41%60.60
dance floor.
Now get ready
for all the NEW
DANCERS and
be ready to help them just as we were
helped when we were NEW DANCERS.
Remember??!!
Sew Happy!
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KIRKWOOD LODGE 2000 SEASON
GREAT DANCING - RIGHT ON BEAUTIFUL LAKE OF THE OZARKS IN OSAGE BEACH, MISSOURI
GREAT FOOD
GREAT AFTERPARTIES & SKITS
GREAT SHOPPING AT OUR OWN GIFT
A. e t44;4•1 '
SHOP OR 1 /2 MILE TO THE
4Atz-,
LARGEST OUTLET MALL IN MISSOURI

CALL: 1-800-295-2794
or write: PO Box 37, Osage Beach, MO 65065
to make reservations or for more information

FALL SQUARE & ROUND DANCING
F3 - AUGUST 27 - SEPTEMBER 1
Tony Oxendine, Jerry Story, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Jerry & Barbara Pierce

(DBD PLUS)

F4 - SEPTEMBER 3 - SEPTEMBER 8
(PLUS)
Randy Dougherty, Charles Quisenberry, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Theron & Christine Hixson

22

F5 - SEPTEMBER 10 - SEPTEMBER 15
Frank Lane, Jerry Haag, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Larry & Adrienne Nelson

(PLUS)

F6 - SEPTEMBER 17 - SEPTEMBER 22
Jerry Haag, Ken Bower, Marshall Flippo
Rounds - Jack & Darlene Chaffee

(PLUS)

F7 - SEPTEMBER 24 - SEPTEMBER 29
Ken Bower, Melton Luttrell, Marshall Flippo

(PLUS)
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ADVANCED
CHALLENGE

by
Ed Foote

The 34th National Advanced & Challenge
Square Dance Convention
The 34th National Advanced &
Challenge Square Dance Convention
was held at the Four Points Sheraton
Hotel in Milwaukee, Wisconsin this
past June. A total of 665 dancers from
38 states, 4 Canadian provinces,
Australia, England, Germany, Japan,
Sweden and The Netherlands attended
the 4 day event.
There were 5 halls of continuous
dancing: A-2, C-1, C-2, C-3A and C-3B,
and also part-time C-4 Basic and C-4
halls. Each full-time hall had 100 tips
of dancing.
Staff Callers were: Vic Ceder, Ed
Foote, Ross Howell, Mike Jacobs, Lee
Kopman, Dave Lightly, Darryl
Lipscomb, John Marshall, John
Sybalsky and Anne Uebelacker.
John & Gladys Clark, formerly of
Dayton, Ohio and now living in Sarasota,
Florida were recognized for being the
only couple to have attended all 34
conventions. Ed Foote and Lee Kopman
were on staff for all of the conventions.
It was announced that 2000 was the
last year for the Convention. Attendance has dropped significantly in the

past 5 years, reflecting the general
decline in the square dance population,
and this combined with sharply
increasing hall rental costs means the
event would not have economically
feasible in the future.
I would like to thank Bob Craig for
sending in the corrections to the
Japanese square dance web site listings
previously published in this column.
The corrections appear on page 10 of
the April, 2000 issue. These web sites
are very entertaining and you are
encouraged to give them a look. lb

Event Ribbons
Tom% • -Free computer typesetting
DANCE •

26.

-Square dancer owned

5utgol

-Competitive prices
-Samples available
•Fast service
Please cal us with your needs

L G Designs
lw
oumicinn.t.‘,„,„ ,

P. O. Box 1639. Trcy.
a
95376
206830292D .• Fax 204830-2920
email blgtjPenreacts.com

Q: What do you call cheese that isn't yours?
A: Nacho Cheese.
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ROVXD DAiscv
PeuLsE POLL
BEV & BOB CASTEEL
Dear Friends,
September is the month for beginners' classes both Rounds and Squares
and we know that somewhere in your area classes are set to begin. Please support
your local classes and encourage beginners wherever they may be. Remember,
they are our future.
ROUNDALAB
ROQ and Runners Up
Third Quarter, 2000

Phase II- ROO;
Ooby Dooby (Seurer) TS/ Coll 3092
1st Runner Up;
Easy Rumba (Clark) TS/ Roper 268
2nd Runner Up'
Swinging Down The Lane (Auria ) TS/
MGRC
Phase III - ROQ;
San Francisco (Molitoris/Callahan)
FT/Roper 288
1st Runner Up.
Come Monday (Orme) R/Coll 90004
22d Runner Up;
Don't Wanna Loose You Rumba 3
(Pinks) R

PhmtlYLI1C1..
Pensando En Ti IV (Esqueda) FT/SP
1st Runner Up;
2000 Blues (Nelson) J/Belco 426 or 337

2nd Runner Up;
Un Dos Tres Maria (Cibula) S/SP
Phase V - ROQ;
It's Alright With Me (Rumble) QS/Star 121
1st Runner Up.
The Foxtrot Way (Schmidt) FT/Star 129
2nd Runner Up•
All I Ask Of You (McGee) RISP
Phase VI - ROO;
Amapola (Rumble) R/Star 131
1st Runner Up;
Tango In Portugal (Goss) T/Star 124
2nd Runner Up.
Un P'tit Beguine (Goss) FT/Star 126
Southwestern Ohio Square
Dancers' Federation
ROQ - Third Quarter, 2000

Easy
You Are My Sunshine (Schappacher)
Intermediate
Power Of Love (Goss) R/SP 296

Send your round dance information to:
Bev & Bob Casteel, 1540 Hull Lane, Knoxville, TN 37931; 423-690-5498
e-mail: bevbobcue@aolcom
24
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LEARN BY VIDEO
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS

SINCE 198.4

P.O. BOX 215734 - SACRAMENTO, CA 95821
(916) 929-6606 OR TOLL FREE 1-800-874-4643
EMAIL: lgoldstar@netscape.net
WEB:/ /members.xoom.com/GOLDSTARVP/

VHS TAPES - $29,95

PAL TAPES - $39.95

PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING
SQUARE DANCE TAPES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ROUND DANCE TAPES

BASIC I TRAINING TAPE (1-23)
BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE (24-49)
MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE
PLUS TRAINING TAPE
SINGING CALL TAPE - MS & Plus

ADVANCED SQ. DANCE TAPES
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A - 1 PART A
A - 1 PART B
A - DANCE TIPS
A - 2 PART 1
A - 2 PART 2

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

WALTZ BASICS
TWO-STEP BASICS - #1
TWO-STEP BASICS - #2
EASY LEVEL ROUNDS
(12 TWO STEP, 6 WALTZ)
PHASE III WALTZ/FOXTROT
PHASE III CHA CHA/RHUMBA
PHASE III TANGO/JIVE/TWO STEP
PHASE IV WALTZ
PHASE IV FOXTROT
PHASE IV CHA CHA/RHUMBA
PHASE IV JIVE/WEST COAST SWING
PHASE IV PASO DOBLE/QUICKSTEP

DANCE BY DEFINITION
23. DBD PLUS

HOW TO ORDER: SEND A CHECK, CALL US, EMAIL US U.S. FUNDS ONLY
WE ACCEPT VISA - MASTERCARD - AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS: 7.75% SALES TAX SHIPPING AND HANDLING:
EACH TAPE: $3.95 - U.S. $5.00 - CANADA $12.00 - OUTSIDE U.S.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Orlo Hoadley
and Pat
at the
National
Convention
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WI= CALLER
COACH
no N WILLIAMS° N
MORE SIGHT CALLING
In the July 2000 issue of ASD, in this
column on page 40 under step V, the
following correction should be made:
The words "CROSSTRAIL THRU"
should be deleted and the words
"STAR THRU-PASS THRU" should be
inserted. The writer sent an old copy to
ASD by mistake which did not have
some corrections made. We all know
that "CROSSTRAIL THRU" has been
removed from the basics list. We do use
it in the Advanced and Challenge levels
using the revised definition. Please
accept my apology!
It seems that the "in" thing in
resolving the square is to bring the
dancers back to their position without
a promenade. This eliminates many
allemande lefts, swings, right and left
grands, promenades, and surprise

right and left grands. In the next
paragraph or so I will describe a good
method to start learning to do this.
Take a mental picture of the
number one couple and the number
four couple. Number one will be your
primary couple and number four the
secondary.
STEP ONE is to pair up couple
number one with their partner and
work them back to their home position.
This can best be done by getting them
in a line facing you from the far side of
the square (either side). Then have
them pass thru and wheel and deal.
Depending on whether they did the
wheel or the deal, you may (or may not)
need a zoom to have them land at home.
STEP TWO is to then locate your
number four couple (which will be on

%mato sQuitk

The place to be for good dancing and sunny weather!
Strawberry Square is the square/round dancing capital of the south, with dancing
every day of the week; squares up through C-2 and rounds up through Phase VI.
Some of the best callers and cuers in the world!
- Air Conditioned - Smoke Free - Floating Hardwood Floor - Perfect Acoustics Complete dance apparel shop on the premises.
Located in Central Florida near many area attractions, including
Disney World, Busch Gardens, and spring training for major league baseball teams.

For Sale or Seasonal Rent: Single Wides, Park Models & Travel Trailer Lots
Write to: Strawberry Square, 4401 Boot Bay Rd. Plant City, FL 33567 (or call 813-752-0491)
Visit our web site - http://members.aol.com/strawbrysq Send email - strawberrysquare@juno.com
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To all our YAK STACK Customers and Friends,
T
C
K

YAK STACK is now under new ownership. We
wish to thank all our loyal customers and
friends for their years of support. We have
enjoyed getting to know so many of you over
the years. We appreciate your dedication to
our products, making YAK STACK the speaker
of choice in square dancing. Thank you all for
making the past 12 years so wonderful for us.
We wish you all health and happiness with all
future endeavors.
In the future please contact Palomino Records
Inc. for all your YAK STACK needs.
Sincerely,
Gary & Cindy Johnston

\X X\ XX XX XX XX \X XX \\ „, \\

A. A A, AAAA AAAAL AAA AAAAAAAA

the inside) and determine what you
need to call to get number four back
home with their partner. It may be as
simple as star thru and back away, or
you may need to square thru 3/4, or
perhaps a veer left and bend the line.
With practice, you can quickly bring
the dancers home with three to five
calls. With practice, you can begin to
use other couples around the square in
the same method. It will also open up
other alternatives in resolving the
square back to the home position.
If you have the perception to
remember the couples in three or more
squares, you are fortunate. You must
remember at least two, however, in
case one breaks down. If you have
problems remembering where the
couples were, using your own code
write them down before the tip starts.
American SquareDance, September 2000
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As in all systems, it must be done
smoothly and relatively fast.
The dancers don't know or care
how you do it, as long as you vary it and
do it well. This method of sighting and
bringing them directly home can
enhance your choreography presentation. I recommend using it some of the
time, as well as an occasional surprise
right-and-left grand. Allemande left is
also still acceptable.
Don Williamson is a Caller Coach,
Accredited by CALLER LAB, and
producer of Red Boot Productions and
Platinum Records.
Don invites other Caller Coaches to
participate. Send your letters to Red
Boot Productions, Inc., 52 Crest
Drive, Greeneville, TN 37745
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SQVAL-__,ES
CHRIS PINKHAM

PO Box 1419, Hillsboro NH 03244 (603) 464-5821
info@chrispinkham.com
www.chrispinkham.com

TITLE - Label

ARTIST

Mountain Music - LM-214
Steve Jacques/Matt Worley
Haven't heard from Lou Mac Records for a while, but this remake was worth the
wait. Lively and fun with that right on feel for harmonizing for two or more callers.
Watch the key change in the closer and go find another caller to sing this one with!
Standard Peel the Top Figure.
Mary Ann - ST-228
Homer Magnet
Here's a nice relaxing tune using a familiar old tune-quiet in nature: quiet leads,
quiet bass, slightly outstanding percussion line with a quiet key change in the
closer. The producers would have no "regrets" if you added this one to your
collection. Standard Spin the Top figure.
Red Roses For A Blue Lady - ESP-1047 Elmer Sheffield Jr.
A pickin' strolling banjo and kind of a trotting light percussion with that signature ESP
cymbal hit makes for a semi relaxer. Key modulation in the closer. Hds (Sds) Slide
Thru, R&L 77tru, Pass 77tru Left Touch 1/4, Boys Run, Forward & Back, Bow The
Gnat, Hold On, Square 77tru 3, Chase Right, Corner Swing & Promenade!
All Wrapped Up In You - RR-117
Wade Driver
This was a surprise to find a Rhythm Record in this months collection. A strong
rolling instrumental with a constant blend of instruments: guitar melody, banjo
background, a little piano, strong bass and percussion lines. Not a relaxer, not a
mover either. Good to see a return of this label. Hds (Sds) Square 77aru 4, Do Si Do,
Swing Thru, Boys Run, 1/2 Tag, Boys Run, Slide Thru, Swing & Promenade!!
Loose Ends Drag - A-1015
Nev McLachlan
Your reviewer was totally unfamiliar with an original piece - maybe it's a down
under kind of thing. I'll let Steve Turner tell me what it means to let the loose ends
drag. On the other hand the music is strong on rock n roll/honky tonk feel. Piano
and horns with a strong percussion line - check out the middle break. There are no
loose ends here and nothing drags in this music. 4 Ladies Chain, lids (Sds) R&L
Thru, Sds (Hds) Face & Star 77tru, Hds (Sds) Pass Thru, Cloverleaf, 8 Chain 4,
Corner Swing & Promenade!
28
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Veleta - Cascade

-

- KALOX - Longhorn

A & F Music
7677 Brightwood Dr, Las Vegas, NV 89123
800-851-6203
Bury The Hatchet - YR-306

Nick Hartley

Here's a different piece of music with a different sound. Not a mover and shaker
but that depends on the caller. The music is simplistic - stand up bass, electric
guitar lead, strumming instrumental and a strong percussion line. Hds (Sds)
Square Thru 4, Do Si Do, Swing Thru, Boys Trade, Boys Run, Bend The Line,
Star Thru, Dive Thru, Square Thru 3, Corner Swing & Promenade!

Gone Away - ER-1030

Koji Haral

With a banjo back up, a quiet boomchucka beat, harmonica and electric slide
leads, this is a pretty piece of music that lends itself well to harmony/duet
workups. Key change at the closer! Hds (Sds) Square Thru 4, R&L Thru, Swing
Thru, Boys Run, 1/2 Tag, Scoot Back, Boys Run, Square Thru 3, Corner Swing
and Promenade!

Dance The Night Away - CAR-47

Mike Huddieson

With guitar and fiddle constantly answering each other on leads this is a mellow
tune with an easy percussion line. A good closer for the evening or maybe due to
the title, a good opener to dance the night away. Standard Spin the Top figure.

Love Me - GMP-113

Doug Bennett

Love Me is not a request but a sign off from one lover to another from a fine C&W
tune: So between now and then until I see you again, I'll be loving you, Love Me.
Fine GMP melody with that percussion snap on resolution that delineates GMP
music from other labels. Figures change with each progression.

Mm Mm Good - Q-930

Stan Russell

Smooth tune with that signature Quadrille boom chucka percussion line and a
simple guitar lead for the melody. Nowhere near rowdy-a nice relaxer with some
pauses here and there for effect. Count on Quadrille for some fine music-one of my
keepers this month. Hds (Sds) Prom. 1/2, Pass The Ocean, Extend-then uses
Standard Flutterwheel figure.

Oh Oh I'm Fallin' In Love Again - HH-5239

Ernie Kinney

Signature High Hat sound covering a 60's pop tune. Guitar and piano providing
leads for that familiar melody - Never in a Hundred, Never in a Thousand, Never
in a Million Years
Hds (Sds) Prom. 1/2, R&L Ant, Square Thru 4, Do Si Do,
Touch 1 /4, Boys Run, Corner Swing & Promenade!
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Bengt "Bala" Ericsson
Only You - AMR-102
Although your trusty reviewer was unfamiliar with this original music (never said
I've heard 'em all!), I found this tune to be musically bright and progressive. A
singular note piano lead with background strings lend an orchestral feel to the
piece. Strangley enough, this makes for an interesting patter record. Check out
the interesting use of the Half Sashay in the figure. Hds (Sds): Square Thru 4, Do
Si Do, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Chain Doom The Line, Ladies Lead Dixie Style
To a Wave, Boys Trade, Boys Run, Half Sashay, Promenade!
Feel Good Blues - RB-8084
Don Williamson
Here's a cool piece of music for those who like a bluesy/boogie woogie kind of
sound. Crisp instrumentals - piano, horns, and an organ in just the right places
without an overpowering percussion track. One of my favorites this month-a great
tune for those callers who can handle the boogie woogie! Hds (Sds): Square Thru
4, R&L Thru, Veer Leh, Couples Circulate, Chain Down The Line, Star Thru,
Pass Thru, Trade By, Corner Swing & Promenade!
1 Wanna Sing - C-2301
Tim Crawford
Slower rhythm in the opener and break, and a rhythm pick up in the figures and
closer give this new release a different feel - good effect for a little dancer surprise.
Lots of energy here!lids (Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Si Do, Swing Thru, Boys Trade,
Boys Run, Forward & Back, Square Thin 3, Corner Swing & Promenade!
Square Dancing Man - CBC-803
David Cox
With vocals cut in on the instrumental side, is this a commentary about the way we
dress for dances? Or is it the romantic side of callingthat draws us in? Lively attitude
and energy. Workshop the figure first. Hds (Sds) Prom 1/2, Pass The Ocean, Extend,
Ladies Trade, Swing Thru, Boys Run, Bend The Line, R&L Thru, Ladies Lead
Dixie Style, Boys Trade, Recycle, Veer to the Right & Promenade!
Key Largo - LM-216
Don Wood
Normally I try to include only one piece from each producer when there's a big
music month (over 15 pieces) so that I can include everyone. I put in a second Lou
Mac Record this time around because "Key Largo" is such a pretty piece of music
and hasn't been available since the Rhythm version from a few years ago. A
beautiful instrumental and a fine closer for anyone's dance. This one goes in my
keeper stack for the month. lids (Sds) Prom. 1/2, Square Thru 4, R&L Thru, 8
Chain 6, Corner Swing & Promenade!
Hoedowns
Romping Harmonica / Romping Hoedown - ST-808
Romping Harmonica is a lively little piece with - you guessed it, a harmonica lead
(also shared by a fiddle here and there). That barn dance feel to start Romping
Hoedown uses a similar start, but minus the harmonica leads using fiddle and
banjo. Both use the ol' boom chuck beat.
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EAGLE RECORDS
(Music Made For Dancing)

RZCORDS

Eagle Productions
(Golden Eagle & Eagle)

Scott A. English, Studio Engineer
Deborah Peel, Production Manager
301 Fieldcrest Drive, Angola, IN 46703-1317
Ph, (219) 665-5095; E-mail, eagleproduction@luno.com

- New Releases on Eagle EAG-3302 - Light In The Window by Jerry Sleeman
EAG-3410 - Happy Together by SusanElaine Packer
EAG 3411 - I'm Into Something Good by SusanElaine Packer
EAG-3502 - I Love You Because by Steve Brown
- New Releases on Golden Eagle Dick Duckham
616-781-5914

GE-0033 - Ebony Eyes by Ellen Brunner
GE-0036 - Somewhere My Love by Dick Duckham
GE-0038 - Believe by Ken Bower
GE-0039 - Waterloo by Dick Duckham
GE-0001 - Abilene by Gary Shoemake

k
Ellen Brunner
616-279-2179

Jerry Sleeman
616-385-2385

111

SusanElaine Packer

Steve Brown

407-948-5688

219-432.1457

Sexy Hoedown Parts I & 11 - YR-103
Is this set of hoedowns too sexy for a square dance? Probably not, but what you get
is a couple of modern progressive sounding pieces with some strong riffs, good
percussion, a hot bass line and some cut in vocals. Good music for any younger
audience-that's everyone who square dances of course! Check this one out, unless
your just too sexy!

Mexican Girl / Stinging Bee - MR-5020
With a minor "South of the Border" feel to the music and an accompanying boom
chucka beat, Mexican Girl has that signature Mountain Records feel. StingingBee
is a departure using silly little pauses for effect and is accompanied by that boom
chucka percussion line. For those of you who collect and use PMDO music check
this one out.
All of these hoedowns represent good music values because both sides are
useful. See you next month and have fun calling and dancing!
Recordings reviewed are supplied by
Supreme AudiolHanhurses Tape & Record Service 800-445-7398
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AIVIPANNIP
RECORDS
Mark 8 BJ Clausing
Owners/Producers

The Best Kept Secret in
Square Dance Music

Al 8 Donna Hon-,
Founders Prairie Records

Terso4ccot9 Out

stew

PReten
"*"."

Ili

Music by
Kelly Brylarly
Bob 1Nticox
Mark Clausing Len Dougherty Phil Kozlowski
(647) 428-6015 (513) 858-6340 (412) 654-3050 (812) 926-0780

Mountain Releases
MR-132 DOWN AT THE TWIST & SHOUT by Mark Clausing (NEW) i!--zritiflOW
MR-131 A STRING OF PEARLS (NEW) a' FL -.S.:Plaa
MR•5019 MR. MAGOO/S0 GLAD (hoodoos')
MR-129 FRECKLES 8 POLLIWOG DAYS by Bob Wilcox
MR-5018 K K KOUNTRYTU R.1 (hoedown)
MR-122 COUNTRY CHRISTMAS by Len Dougherty
Mrt-7017 TIJUANA ; IT'S BECAUSE (hoedown)
MR-70 FISHERMANS LUCK by Mark Clausing
MR-5016 HOUSTON HASH (flip hoedown)
by Len Dougherty

-

--

=

°seri"

Recordings
Music by
Kelly Brylarly

Desert Releases
DR•91 LODI by Hans Pettersson (NEW) At!.-.UNIrafl
DR-90 LAST LAUGH by Bnan Shannon k
DR-89 JIMTOWN ROAD by Hans Petlersson
DR 87 ITS LATE by Hans Newsom
0R-9013 GROSSVATTERIASIER HOEDOWN (hoedown)
DR-9012 WESTWARD kKYLOVIN' LITTLE (hoedown)
DR-9011 BELLS/BAHAMAS HOEDOWN (hoedown)
DR-9010 I GET OFF HERE/ POOR MANS LINCOLN (hoedown)

Music by
Kelly Bryarly

Ocean Wave Release.

Brian Shannon Hare Peetersison Big .5 Little Eras
(317) 889-1049 Oil 46 54 87 33 44
Wes Dyer
Sweden
(502) 933-21340
KimyJarvie
prairie HIts
(502) 955-8341
PR-901 FRIENDSHIP RING I SPECIAL EVENTS

PR-904 JUST HANG LOOSE (round) by Ed liana*
PR-1116 GET RHYTHM by AI Horn
PR-1151 BRING ME DOWN by AI Hom
PR-2022 HOEDOWN SERENADE/STEEL FEEL (hoedown)
PR-2020 GOING TWICE/FIRE SQUARE (hoedown)
PR-2021 MOFJLADIRS FROM TENNESSEE (hoedown)

r
Bob Price
(919) 467-8697

OR-72 WHO'S THE BLONDE STRANGER? by Bob Pries (NEW) 21.1,101110
OR-71 OPUS ONE by Ben Goldberg (NEW) A16-J4Wall,
OR-70 WALKING ON SUNSHINE by Bob Price A1S-AAW480,
OR-69 BORDERTOWN WOMAN by Bob Price
OR -68 RUNAROUND SUE by Fred Trujillo

Fred Trujillo
(316) 216-0501

6:Irle 41:41.-S<OMYLO

Ben Goldberg
(209) 832-4798
Now Stag Artist

7)14/.157!..."

OR-67 LIMBO ROCK by Fred Trujillo
by
OR - 66 CARIBBEAN by G. Bible
OR-43 SAILING by D. Levitt (Now In Stock)
Kelly Bryarly
OR-3011 BARN DANCEANALX THE HALO (hoedown)
OR-3010 COWBOY SUIT/JUST GOTTA GET AWAY (hoedown)
PMDO RECORDINGS, Marls/BJ Clausing, 1623 Hunter Road, Fairfield, OH 45014
(513) 858-6340
FAX: (513) 858-6339
E-mail: mclausing@prodigy. net
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Contra Dancers in Southern California were treated to two outstanding
weekend events this summer.
The Traditional Folk Music,
Storytelling and dance festival is always
an attraction for Contra Dancers. Held
on the grounds of the Soka University of
America the event features outstanding
Contra leaders from across the country.
Robert Cromartie, Dot Kent, Susan
Michaels and Leda Shapiro providing
the calling talent for 2 1/2 day event.
Many outstanding Contra bands provide live music for the entire weekend.
Over 100 couples consistently filled the
dance floor. (Unique to the event, an
entire tennis court is tented and a
portable hardwood dance floor.) If you
are an active Contra Dancer and have
never attended a Contra weekend you
are missing a wonderful time to make
new friends, dance to wonderful
callers who make summer tours and
go home foot sore and body weary but
smiling all the way dwelling on the
wonderful experience.
Gayle Moskowitz, one of the attendees, at the Annual San Diego Contra
Dance Weekend emailed me that about
30 couples enjoyed a variety of circle
dances, triplet contras, sets of 5 couples
and of course traditional Contras.

Paul Moore, Grant Logan and Ron
Johnson were the weekend callers with
live music on Sunday morning provided by the Old Twine String Band.
Next year will be the first break in
the annual event to provide for the
National Square Dance Convention
held the same month.
With fall just around the corner
dance schedules will be forthcoming
including many new dances being
started. One of the biggest problems
most groups are facing is wood floor
halls large enough to accommodate the
larger and larger attendance. It's nice to
be growing but it's like pants that are 6"
off the floor. Look for a Contra Dance in
your area this fall and enjoy the wonder
of truly dancing with the music.
Enjoy life, dance a lot and make new
friends at a local Contra Dance.
For Contra Corners related
articles, contributions by readers
are encouraged and may be sent to
Don Ward, 9989 Maude Ave.,
Sunland, CA 91040 or by e-mail at
dward@loop.com or American
SquareDance at asdmag@loa.com.

Please check your label.
If the word FINAL is on your label,
this is the last copy of ASD you will receive.
If you have not renewed, it's time to do it now!.
A handy renewal form is on page 77.
American SquareDance, September 2000
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CLUB LEADERSHIP NOTES
Bernie Coulthurst
Summer is over. The freezer is full of
garden vegetables and berries, and the
square dance season has started in full
swing. Many clubs do not have regular
dances during the summer. This is a
good policy because it gives the dancers
a break from regular dances. Then,
when the fall returns, the dancers can't
wait until that first club dance comes
up on the calendar. For most dancers
the summer is for special dances and
state and provincial square and round
dance conventions.
What is happening in the square
dance world? We think that our
numbers have stabilized somewhat
and in some areas the square dance
population actually increased. It seems
we are losing fewer new dancers,
especially in areas where Mainstream
is still the predominant program. Here,
in Central Wisconsin, our dancer
population increased about twenty
percent. How do I know? Our subscription count for our area square dance
publication, Chit-Chat, increased about
twenty percent. How did it happen?
Strong enthusiastic club leadership
and enthusiastic callers are the
common denominators for our increases. Will the increase continue? I
would say emphatically yes. Why because the marketing bug is catching
on as club leaders and callers realize
that MARKETING WORKS!
Our Central Wisconsin Square
Dance Association is matching club
marketing investments up to $100 per
34

club allowing clubs to double the
marketing impact of their marketing
dollars. This is a great idea and other
area, state and provincial dance
associations should consider financial
incentives to market square dancing.
We sent samples of our restaurant
placemats all over the United States
and Canada. Many organizations are
using them in one way or another. We
have ten placemats using different
headlines that are designed to get the
attention of the readers in restaurants
as they wait for their food. If you are
interested in getting a set of these
placemats, please e-mail, call or write
to us. A self-addressed and stamped
(55 cents) envelope would be nice but
not required. We will keep you
informed about the results of organizations using our placemats in future
articles. It is so gratifying to learn
about many clubs and individuals who
are interested in doing more marketing
in their respective areas.
Marketing works! Believe me! We
know of one club that was down to
three members. Then intensive marketing came into the picture. Now they
have about thirty members including
six teenagers. One thing nice about
marketing is that it is never too late to
start a club marketing program. You
can start anytime. You can market
year-around, and you will have positive
results. Why? Because people need
American SquareDance, September 2000

Silver Sounds
Records

New On Silver Sounds
SSR-115 THE WANDERER - By ED KREMERS
Coming Soon: HELLO MARY LOU - By CLIFF BRODEUR

New On Sounds 2000
S2K-2006 - THAT DON'T IMPRESS ME MUCH - By CHRIS FROGGATT
Silver Sounds Records, P.O. Box 912, Brookfield, CT 06804 (203) 778-8943
Distributed Exclusively by Supreme Audio / Astec Record Distributors.

square dancing. Why? Because it
fulfills their need for FUN, FITNESS &
FELLOWSHIP! There is no other
activity that fulfills these three needs
better than square dancing. Period. We
just have to let the rest of the world
know about our activity.
The National Convention in Baltimore was a great success. We wish to
congratulate General Chairmen Dick
& Linda Peterson and their committees for an outstanding job. We read
and heard many positive reports
about the convention and very few
negative comments. Let's hope the
attendance at the National Conventions starts going up. Better National
Convention attendance will result as
more and more clubs implement
intensive marketing efforts in their
home towns. That is where the action
is; that is where you will get the
biggest return for your marketing
dollars. If your club is not marketing
square dancing in your community,
why not start this fall. You will be
amazed with the results.
We are pleased to see marketing as
American SquareDance, September 2000

a major goal of CALLERLAB. National
marketing will help create more
positive awareness of square dancing.
Can you imagine if we had just one 30
second square dancing commercial
during the Super Bowl? Can we do it?
Sure we can if we want to do it. How do
we do it? We can pool our resources; we
can raise more marketing dollars; and
we can explore getting a major soft
drink endorsement? Will it work?
Marketing always works - even bad
marketing works to some degree.
Can you imagine the number of cans
of Pepsi and Coke that are consumed at
square dances in one year? Maybe, just
maybe, we should let Pepsi and Coke
know about us? Every major company
has million dollar marketing budgets
and my crystal ball tells me that we can
tap that resource.
Good luck, recruiting new dancers
this fall, and rememher new dancer
retention starts with the very first new
dancer dance. Make sure that every
new dancer dance is a FUN experience
with more dancing and less learning. If
you emphasize the fun at every new
35

More Baltimore 2000!

Bob & Bev Casteel

Lorrie & Bob Morrison

Pat with Larry Cole
Dan Prosser
dancer dance the length of the dance
series becomes totally insignificant.
One final thought - if your club has
dwindling numbers and you don't
dance the Mainstream program, consider going back to Mainstream. That
is where the Fun is and always has
been. The concept of "more is better" is
gradually losing popularity as more
and more clubs are going back to
Mainstream. I don't know of any club
that failed because of going back to
Mainstream but I know of many clubs
36

that died after becoming a Plus club.
Maybe LEGACY and USDA should do a
study of clubs that failed. The results
may be quite revealing.
Till next time, happy dancing it is a
pleasure that will not last forever.
Bernie Coulthurst is the Editor of Club
Leadership Journal. For a complimentary
copy of Club Leadership Journal, please
call 715-824-3245. The mailing address is
PO Box 766, Plover, WI 54467-0766.
E-mail: clAt;vti-net.com.
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QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND
DANCE MUSIC BY
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION

Flo

*BRAND NEW*
ESP - 1049 FLOWERS ON THE WALL
ESP - 1048 I WANT MY BABY BACK
ESP - 1047 RED ROSES FOR A BLUE LADY
ESP - 1046 CAN'T TAKE MY EYES OFF YOU
ESP - 1045 LONG TALL TEXAN

by Elmer
by Bill
by Elmer
by Elmer
by Elmer

Steve Kr ,pnor

RECENT
ESP - 1044 AIN'T LOVE A GOOD THING
by Elmer
ESP - 1042 KENTUCKY WALTZ Guest Apperance by Mac Letson
ESP - 421 BOOGIE BEAT (Hoedown)
by Steve
ESP - 1041 ALL OF ME
ESP - 1040 LIVE, LAUGH & LOVE
McMillian

MASTER STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR
OF ESP/JP RECORDS
SUPREME AUDIO INC,'ASTEC RECORDS
1-800-445-7398

.

,9

Joe Porrilt

*BRAND NEW*
JP/ESP - 7010 RAINDROPS ARE FALLIN ON MY HEAD
by Bill
JP/ESP - 7009 LITTLE RED WAGON
by Bill

....i.Zi.—
Brli i iwrison

Produced by

ESP
Jerry Jestin

2213 S. Adams
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
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a&LLERL,Akamt
Hy Mike Seastrom
The Multi-Cycle Method
There are some exciting things
happening in square dancing these
days and many areas are seeing their
numbers grow again. It seems that we
have a whole generation of "baby
boomers" whose children are beginning to leave the nest. These "boomers"
are looking for an activity to share.
Some are also thinking about making
time for exercise. Many that did a little
country western dancing, that was
popular a while ago, have grown tired
of smoke filled bars and dance clubs
and are looking elsewhere. Some
ballroom dancers are even looking for
something new. Square dancing is so
"politically correct" right now that
we're crazy not to share our activity
with more people.
Market researchers have told us
for many years that we don't have a
product to offer, if we can only make
it available once or twice a year. The
old way of starting a new dancer
program only in September and/or
January has not been very successful. If someone wanted to join, and
missed the opportunity in the few
weeks the program was open, they'd
have to wait another year. If a new
dancer wanted to bring a friend, they
would have to wait until next years
new dancer program. We now have
the solution!
The Multi-Cycle Method of organizing new dancer dances has been
around for many years now. In the last
several years since CALLERLAB has
38

been involved in its promotion, we've
seen it spread to many areas in the
world. These areas are growing. Their
new dancer programs are "booming"
and adding to the club's treasury
instead of draining it. So, whatever way
you chose to use it, this updated
method can put renewed life in your
new dancer program.
The Multi-Cycle Method has also
been called 10 + 10, among other
names, but the concept is still the same.
By starting more than once or twice a
year, you make our activity more
available to potential dancers. Instead
of waiting until next year, your
enthusiastic new dancers become your
best recruiters and can bring their
friends several times each year. They
can even dance with those they recruit
immediately. By having two or three
new dancer groups on the same night,
you increase your revenue and more
people means more fun. Those who
miss dance nights or need additional
dance time can repeat a cycle as
necessary, instead of dropping out and
waiting so long to start again.
There are many ways to run the
American SquareDance, September 2000

wnts Caribbean Holiday Cruise
with Steve and Debbie Kopman
December 17 - December 24

to

Di:

of 45
Incredi ble

Seven (7) days aboard NCL's Newest Most Beautiful Ship the
Norwegian Sky, Large Upgrade Staterooms, Square Dancing, All Meals
(plus 24 hour complimentary room service), Nightly Entertainment
including a Broadway Show, Incredible Chocoholic Buffet, Private
Welcome Reception, Two Swimming Pools and Four Hot Tubs & Sauna,
Fitness Center & Spa, Twelve Lounges including a Sports Bar and
Grill, Pizzeria, Monte Carlo Casino, and Much, Much, More!
Join us for a Cruise of a Lifetime!
Western Caribbean Itinerary - Miami, George Town,
Grand Cayman, Ocho Rios, Jamaica, Nassau,
Bahamas, Great Stirrup Cay, NCL's Private Island, 71vo
Glorious Days at Sea
Inside Stateroom Catagory H: $899
Deluxe Outside Stateroom Catagory D: $1099
Superior Deluxe Oceanview Stateroom with Balcony Catagory AA: $1350
A $300 per person deposit is required to confirm your space.
Prices are based on Double occupancy, and Include Cruise, Port Charges,
and Government Taxes. Discount Airfares Available.
Please make checks payable to:
Steve and Debbie Kopman, 1021 Bridgestone Place, Knoxville, TN 37919
(865) 691.1580 or e-mail Trave1537@aol.com or s.kopman@juno.com
Knoxville Tours and Travel Center 1 800.251-2027

Multi-Cycle Program. You'll want to
adapt this plan to fit your group and
modify it as you go to make it work best
for your situation.
You still need to promote and
recruit new dancers with as much
effort as before. Use as many ideas as
you can, and really encourage your
new dancers to bring their friends.
Personal contact is still the best
recruiting tool.
Since every area is a little different,
the Multi-Cycle Method is being used in
a variety of ways. The 10 week version
can have five starts per year and the 12
or 13 week version can start four times
a year. Others have had great results
American SquareDance, September 2000

starting three times a year or every 17
weeks. It's ideal to run your new
dancer program all year round, but
that can be adjusted to fit your hall or
seasonal schedule.
Divide your dance night into two or
three separate periods. For example,
in a three hour night you can either
have two groups or cycles, dancing one
and a half hours each, or three cycles
dancing one hour each. You can
alternate tips among the groups
throughout the night, or can divide the
dance into separate time periods for
each cycle.
Let's assume you start a cycle in
September and start a new cycle
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every 17 weeks (three starts per
year) and have three hours of
dancing each night. For your very
first cycle you can hold a new dancer
dance from 7:00 — 8:30 and a "club
funshop" from 8:30 — 10:00 p.m.
We've even heard of clubs holding a
line dance program the first half of
the evening and a square dance
program the second half. You decide
how best to run the first cycle of your
group. Even if you've planned the
"old standard" program of one start
per year, you can always switch to
the Multi-Cycle Method and start
another cycle on the same night to
increase your numbers and revenue.
The next start is in 17 weeks, or the
first part of January. Divide your
night in two parts and teach your
new cycle 7:00 — 8:30 and your
September group from 8:30 — 10:00.
After 17 weeks, or the first part of
May, you can graduate your September group and start another cycle.
This spring start is around daylight
savings time and has proven to be an
ideal time to recruit new dancers.
The shorter dance time is great for
new dancers because it gives them time
to build stamina. Instead of them going
home tired out, you actually leave them
wanting more and excited about
coming back the following week. When
dancers finish the first cycle they are
encouraged to bring their friends and
while they are dancing the second cycle
they are also "angeling" their friends in
the first cycle and reinforcing what
they've previously learned.
If dancers get behind or miss a few
weeks, they are encouraged to repeat
that cycle and don't have to wait a year
for the program to start again. We also
find that we gain many former dancers,
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because they have opportunities to join
when they feel comfortable many
different times each year. Call your
former members and encourage them
to come back and "help" at your new
dancer dances.
It takes several starts to build
momentum, so DON'T GIVE UPAFTER
ONE OR TWO STARTS. You really
need to try this program for more than
a year to fine tune it to fit your
situation. Once you get to where your
new dancers become your primary
recruiters, the momentum you can
build is exciting.
Let your new dancers feel like
they're part of the club. Consider
having refreshments, theme nights,
and occasional decorations, so your
new dancer dances are like a party.
Include your new dancers in club
picnics, camp-outs, theater nights and
other club activities. Create additional
dancing opportunities by visiting
other groups or attending special
dances geared for new dancers. One
successful club alternates club and
new dancer tips on their own dance
night. They not only get a larger
attendance at club dances, but their
new dancers get more dance time and
feel like they're part of the club.
If you want to increase the numbers
in your club, update your new dancer
program. Focus your club's attention
on new dancers. You'll make it easier
for people to join square dancing and
will be delighted with the results.
For additional information on the
Multi-Cycle
Method
contact
CALLERLAB, 467 Forrest Avenue,
Suite 118, Cocoa, FL 32922. (321) 6390039. E-mail — CALLERLAB@aol.com,
or visit their website at
www.CALLERLAB.org 114
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This months contra has been sittingon my desk waiting for just the right music
to come along. I think I found it! It's "Seems Like Old Times" on MacGregor Gold
Awards 50-1.
The dance is in alternate formation with the number one couples crossed over.
It is important in this dance to be aware that the number one couple is always the
couple with their back to the caller, starting at the top of the set.
To the best of my knowledge the dance "Minnesota Rambler was written by
Don Norenberg.
Al: LONG LINES FORWARD AND BACK (8) #1 COUPLES SWING (8) Those
#1 or active couples end the swing, with the lady on the mans right, facing away
from the caller and stepping between the next couple down the set.
A2: LINES 4 PROMENADE DOWN (6 steps) TURN INDIVIDUALLY (2)
PROMENADE BACK UP THE SET (6 steps) BEND LINE (2) B I : LONG LINES FORWARD AND BACK * (8) LADIES FLUTTER
WHEEL (8+) * I have danced this with a circle left once around to make a
more zesty dance.
B2: SWEEP THE FLUTTER 1/4 MORE & PASS THRU (8). SWING THE NEXT (8).
Sweeping the flutter wheel 1/4 more around will place the dancers with the #1
couples with their back to the caller and the #2's facing the caller. Pass thru and
swing the next advances all the dancers one place along the line.
Be aware that a new #1 couple becomes active every other time through the dance.

4-Bar-B
BBB'

tee May
918-445-9258

4-BAR-B
Records, Inc.
'The Quality
Sound'

Dom Guile
307-638.3541

Goy Mchnken
816-394-2667

Dornon Coe •
804-2212114
coescpeancePool can

HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES
4B-6145 RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD - Tom
4B-6144 MARY LU - Jimmie (hoedown)
4B-6143 ONE NIGHT AT A TIME - Dave

"Try our Platinum Series CD's"

Tam Rope
618-962-3102

irnrne Sunrnerin
903-524-2502
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Four Bar B Records, Box 7-11
Macks Creek, MO 65786
(573) 363-5432
e-mail: audiolft@dam.net
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cquote DANc€ tufa),

by a sluare dancer

"All the world's a stage
in
which case all square dances are
acts in one ever-changing play.
Take a different theme and you
have a different scene. This
month it's
"REFRESHMENT TIME"

"HENRY'S TAKEN OUT
ALL THE INDECISION,
HE'S MIXED THE
TEA ANO COFFEE
TOG ETH ER"

— AND NOW LET'S
HAVE A NICE HAND
FOR OUR CALLER"

NEW from ASD
Clip Art CD-ROM
over 2500 images for $49.95
See page 76 for ordering information
American SquareDance, September 2000
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Cis

Selected 6y Sasedi Semoccuta

With the onset of fall comes cooler nights, foliage galore and the beginning of
another dance season. It's that wonderful time of year when old acquaintances
are renewed and the dancing shoes are polished bright.
So remember the highlights of this summer fondly, and start putting those
pennies away for "Paradise" in 2001. It's time to tap those feet to the musical beat
and let the "Que Sera Sera" mood deplete ! !
QUE SERA SERA
Deanne & Jim Emory, 2385 Salisbury Rd, Westbury, NY 11590
RECORD: Roper 2739 (Flip - Champagne Dream)
FOOTWORK: Opposite except as noted
RHYTHM: Waltz
SEQUENCE: Intro-A-B-B-Int-A-B-B-Int-Ending PHASE: 11 +1
INTRO
1-4 WAIT; WAIT; APT PT; TOG (BFLY) TCH;
PART A
1-4 2 LEFT TRNS;; HOVER; PICKUP, SD CL;
5-8 FWD WALTZ; (LADIES) DRIFT APT; THRU TWKLE 2X;;
9-10 FWD 3 TO BJO/LOD; FWD 2, LIFT-TRNING TO SCAR/RLOD;
11-12 BACK 3; BACK 2, LIFT-TRMNG TO BJO/LOD;
13-14 FWD 3 TO CP/LOD; FIND WALTZ TO CP/WALL;
15-16 TWIRL VINE 3; THRU, SD, CL;
PART B
1-4 LEFT TRINTING BOX (BFLY/WALL);;;;
5-8 BALANCE L & R;; WALTZ AWAY & TOG;;
9-12 SOLO WALTZ TRN;; TWIRL VINE 3; MANY;
13-14 2 RIGHT TRNS (CP/WALL);;
INTERLUDE
1-4 BALANCE L & R;; TWIRL VINE 3; PICKUP, SD CL;
ENDING
1-5 2 LEFT TRNS;; HOVER; THRU, SD, CL; DIP BK, TWIST & HOLD;
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Jim "WHO" Cholmondeley

Full Time Caller

(pronounced Chol-mon-de-lay)

Dances, Festivals,
Special Dances,
Seminars, Workshops

(800) 333-7349
FAX (636) 728-1873
Email jimwho136@aol.com

Web Site
www.ijsdc.com

Want to do something special? Let us
arrange a trip to Branson, Missouri,
the live entertainment capitol of the
world. We arrange Transportation,
Lodging, Meals, Shows and Dancing.
Special incentives available for
Groups, Leaders and Callers/Cuers.
PARADISE RUMBA
Rosins & Rick Wagenhoffer, 6 Armand Place, Valhalla, NY 10595
RECORD:
FOOTWORK:
PHASE:
SEQUENCE:

1-4
5-8

Roper 268A (Stranger In Paradise)
Opposite except as noted
SPEED: 42 rpm or to suit
III + 2 (Latin Whisk, Aida) RHYTHM: Rumba
Intro-AB-AB-A-Ending

INTRO
BFLY/WL WAIT 2 NOTES & 2 MEAS;; 1/2 BASIC; CRAB WALK 3;
TWRUVINE 3; FENCE LINE; NY IN 4; NY PT;

PART A
1-5 BASIC;; HAND TO HAND; CRAB WALKS;;
6-9 AIDA; RK 3 TO FC; CUCH; 1/2 BASIC;
10-13 UNDERARM TRN; LARIET;; 1/2 BASIC;
14-16 CRAB WALK 3; TVVRL/VINE 3; FENCE LINE;
PART B
1-4 TIME STEP 2X TO HANDSHAKE;; SHADOW BREAKS 2X;;
5-8 BREAK BK TO FC LOD; PROG WALK 3; CIRCLE AWAY Sr TOG;;
9-12 CUCH; SD WALK 3; LATIN WHISK; THRU SD BEH FAN;
13-16 BEH SD THRU FAN; FENCE LINE; NY IN 4; NY PT;
1-2

ENDING
FENCE LINE; LUNGE THRU & HOLD; Rip
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Phyllis spent part of May at the Decorative Artist's National Convention in
Nashville, TN, supposedly painting, but I guess took a break to do some dancing.
She came home with the following Solo/Line dance and thought that it was yet
another version of the Electric Slide. I'm going to call it - - -

PHYL'S ELECTRIC SLIDE
Formation: Solo. No partners necessary
Music: Mercury 866 522-7, Achy Breaky Heart, Billy Ray Curus or Box Car
Blues

Routine:
Counts:
1-4 Vine right and clap
5-8 Vine left and clap
9-10 Slow step forward on R- clap
11-12 Slow step forward on L- clap
13-16 Back up R-L-R- hold
17-18 Shake it forward, (Wt on L)
19-20 Shake it back, (Wt on R)
21-24 Shake it all around like that (1/4 turn right with L-R-L [1 ct each] Sr a
quick R-L on ct 24.)

.980a.ad5raeave evei.e.9041'4 Feizek g9043,0.
Oct 20 - 22 Tumbling Leaves Festival - Bennington College,
Bennington, VT. Several national callers
Mindlin's and Collipi's on Rounds.
Oct 21- Nov 3, 2001 Round-E-Vous Round Dance Cruise
Hosts: Collipi's and Filardo's - 12 Nights Mediterranean
Cruise - Royal Caribbean "Legend of the Seas'.
Call or write for information.
Look for our web page: www.members.aol.com/Rvcollipi/index.htm
Ralph & Joan Collipi, Round Dance Leaders
122 Millville St., Salem, NH 03079-2238 - 603-898-4604 - RVCollipitcbool.com
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Tom Sellner of Silver Springs, MD shared a quick-teach routine with me during one of the one-night-stand sessions at CALLERLAB last spring. He has named
it - - TOM'S CIRCLE
Formation: Single circle of couples, facing corner to begin.
Music: Any 32 bar tune, but Tom enjoys using Summertime Dream
Routine:
Counts:
1-8 With the corner Do-Sa-Do
9-16 Same lady two hands around. (Get ready for the heel and toe)
17-24 Heel and toe, in you go, Heel and toe, out you go
25 -32 Heel and toe, in you go, Heel and toe, out you go
33-40 Do-Sa-Do
41-48 Same lady swing, (Put her on the right)
49-56 Circle left
57-64 Circle right
Bob Brundage, who now resides in Albuquerque, NM had lunch a month or so
ago with a lady that used to dance to his calling in the 1950s and shared a magazine from VT, March 1955 which featured a square dance involving 12 people. In
this same magazine was a joke that is as funny today as it was a half century ago.
Enjoy the joke first and then I'll share the dance with you.
Old Sam, 82 and his partner Julie, 76 were really going to town at an oldfashioned square dance. Swinging round and round for a while, Julie says "Sam,
you'd better swing the other way for a while", Sam says, "Don't tell me you're
getting dizzy so soon Julie" and Julie replies, "No Sam, you're unscrewing my
wooden leg". I laughed till I cried.
Now for Bob's offering. It is called - - THE TWELVE REEL
Formation: Four men, each with two partners standing in a square, a man
and two ladies in each position.
Music: "Russian Cavalry is suggested - or any Reel or Jig played twice
through. For a record, Pinewoods Players "Sicilian" or "Circassian
Circle" will do.
Routine:
Meet and Trade - Head men link arms with partners and the "trios" advance and retire. Advance again and the ladies change places with the opposite lady and fall back with opposite man. Side "Trios" do the same. Heads
and sides repeat to places.
Dance Round - Head men take right hand partner and chassez round inside
of the set in a counter-clockwise direction and leave the lady in the left hand
American SquareDance, September 2000
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CD-281
I'm All Right
Called by Jerry Mitchell
lady's place while this lady crosses over to the right hand lady's place (4 meas.).
Side men then dance in the same way with their partners.

Basket Swing - All "trios" form baskets and pivot swing.
Circle - All join hands and circle left once around to places. (8 measures)
Note: The magazine was 'Sashay' Volume IV- Number 4, Vermont's Country Dance
Magazine.
From Wichita, KS, LuAnna Peck shared this contra with me. Although this is
one of LuAnna's first attempts at choreographing a contra, she is not new to
contra dancing. We danced together many years ago when she was a teenager at
many of the Lloyd Shaw Fellowship weeks. She was one of Dorothy Shaw's favorite kids. The name of the dance is - - -

LUANNA'S SURPRISE
Formation: Alternate duple. 1,3,5, etc. crossed over and active
Music: Any 32 bar tune

Routine:
Al Dosado below
Actives star right
A2 Go down the outside around two
Up the center and cast off
B1 Ladies chain
Left hand star
B2 Back by the right
Circle RT. 3/4 and California Twirl
Note:
Her comments were cute: Actives starring leads into next figure with ladies flaring, turning left, it's pretty.
The ladies only chain once..
Left hand stars work perfectly after a ladies chain since the left hands are together after a courtesy turn.
There's that "how did I get here" surprise after the California Twirl, a move I
think is always fun. lb
Don't tell us that worry doesn't do any good. We know better.
The things we worry about don't happen!
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Bill Volner is
On the Road Again
Caller, Bill Volner wants his friends
and new dancers to know that he is
traveling once again. Bill has been calling
square dances for
30 years and at
one time called
regularly for
seven local clubs.
Bill also teaches
new dancers,
Plus, Advance and Challenge
Bill has called for many club
dances, special dances, and festivals in
most of the United States. Some of
these locations include Washington,
DC; Gettysburg, PA; Baltimore, MD;
Natural Bridge, VA; Belleville, IL;
Chattanooga, TN; Mesa, AZ; Sikeston,

MO; Birmingham, AL; New Orleans,
LA; Shelby, NC; Mobile, AL; Akron, OH;
Norfolk, VA; Little Rock, AR and
Knoxville, TN. He has
also been on the
staffs at Fontana
Dam Village
RebelRound-up
and in Chattanooga, TN.
Bill has called for more than fifteen
National Square Dance Conventions,
held Advance Workshops, served as
M.C. and Asst. M.C., on panels and
conducted caller seminars.
You can contact Bill by writing to him
at Bill Volner, PO Box 77, Miller City, IL
62962 or call him at 618-776-5616.

16

More Baltimore 2000!

Pat, Roger & Kathy Wright and Ed
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CHOREO-WISE
David Cox
In this month's issue David looks at
the under used Basic call, Half Sashay.
There are several advantages to using
Half Sashay instead of Rollaway with a
Half Sashay. It has the potential to be
smoother in some situations and less
disorienting for the dancer who is NOT
being rolled away.
The Mainstream section features
Wheel Around, in conjunction with
Walk and Dodge, which dances very
smooth.
The choreography used in the Plus
section is another seldom used call:
Crossfire. If we as callers will call all
the calls on the advertised program, the
dancers will then become more accustomed to dancing the calls, and become
more proficient at executing them.
In the material in the Advanced program, a couples choreography is the
theme concept this month.
The Hoedowning section, David
starts a series on what makes choreo
difficult, and how difficult is difficult.
This month's article includes: 1) Calling a call the dancers have never heard
before; 2) Calling an unfamiliar call; 3)
Calling a known call from an unfamiliar formation; and 4) Calling a known
call from an unfamiliar gender arrangement. The article will be continued in
next month's issue.
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This month includes several singing
call figures featuring Peel the Top.
Both Steve Turner and Brian
Hotchkies share their record reviews
of the recently released records. Steve's
e-mail is: turnertempos@bigpond.com
The e-mail address for David Cox is
sdcallerRozemail.com.au
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
Stan & Cathie Burdick
Stan and Cathie have joined the
electronic revolution and can now be
reached by e-mail at:
tfguiid@capital.net
Stan discusses how to adapt your
singing call figures to the programs you
are calling to. This can be the first night
of a class all the way to an experienced
group of dancers.
Corben 'Cory' Geis shares some of
his ideas for those callers planning on
teaching square dancing in the schools,
ranging from the first and second graders, all the way to high school and college. For mor information on getting
materials for the school programs, you
can write: Square Dancing For Kids of
All Ages, 560 Maple Tree Crescent, RR
1 Fraserville, Ontario, Canada KOI 1VO.
Several pages of choreography are
included in this issue, including contributions from Walt Cole and Don Taylor. Included in this section is a Potpourri of Singing Calls.
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Catalog
Services

"Square Dancers serving Square Dancers"

We welcome mail orders and ship worldwide.
Call for a free copy of our extensive catalog!

407 Main St.
Laurel, MD 20707-4115
Pll

1-800-627-0412
e-mail: calycocrossing @calyco.com

Visit our Web site for monthly specials : www.calyco.com

JOHN'S NOTES
John Saunders
John includes a record review and
things of interest section. There are
several singing call figures included
that are used in the new songs.
Calvin Campbell fills in for the vacationing Don Ward this month in the
DANCING CONTRA section. He includes some dances from the publication "Dancing for Busy People". This
publication is the most comprehensive
reference for fun level programs, and
can be used for Party Dances and One
Night Stands.
In the Workshop ideas section this
month, John looks at calls that are used
at the Challenge programs. These are
Swing the Fractions and Chase Your
Neighbor. Although these calls are from
a higher program, they can be used as
workshop material at the Plus program
with little problem.
The Basic Program call featured
is Box the Gnat. This call is equivalent

to Pass Thru and U-Turn Back. Recycle
is the Mainstream Program call of the
month. The most standard usage of the
move is from a standard wave with the
boys on the end and the girls in the center. This month for the Plus Program
John explores the call Extend. At
Mainstream this call is limited to being called from only the'/ Tag Formation, but at the Plus program it is allowed from many more formations and
can result in some good choreography
for your dancers.
The Advanced and Challenge
Supplement includes: Explode and
(Anything); Recycle (facing couples);
and Circle By...
John's e-mail address is:
ohnnysa@aol.com
Do you publish a note service?
Would like it mentioned here?
Please send it to: 1720 W. Arrow
Highway #83, Upland, CA 91786.
Thanks, Frank.

REMEMBER...
To send in your ad on time for publication
Deadline for the November 2000 issue is:
American SquareDance, September 2000
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ON 'ram RECORD

OUNDS
RALPH & JOAN COLLIP1

122 Millville Street, Salem NH 03079 (603) 898-4604
RVCollipi@aol.com
members.aol.com/Rvcollipi/index.htm
Take a .4(0,11„ at what is just released...
Here are some of the dances shown and taught at the Baltimore 2000 National Convention. We did not include in the review dances we have listed in
previous issues.
Alacazam
Phase ///+2(pretzel turn & chicken
walks) - Two Step/Jive - Solid Gold 905
or SP(flip of Ritzy Quickstep) - A & L
Nelson. Excellent phase III routine. Intro
and part of the ending are 2 step. The
rest of the routine is jive. It has triples,
crab walks, right turning fallaway, and
step kicks all in the right places.
All Over Again
Phase II+2(Whisk & Over spin turn) Waltz - Arista AS 2166 or AS 12536 - I'd
Love You All Over Again by Alan Jackson - L & D Hickman. Nice CW beat,
easy Phase II and includes twinkles and
California Twirl.
All That Jazz
Phase V - Foxtrot - STAR 133A - D & J
Sechrist. This was our "favorite" at the
convention. A show-stopper. Has open
fence lines, step kicks, basic phase III/
IV foxtrot figures. Outside Swivels and
lady flicks. Shimmy shakes. Some of the
dance is done open and side by side
and timing is what makes this a Phase
V. This is a Winner.
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All To Myself
Phase VI -Foxtrot - STAR 134 - J & B
Bahr. The routine is for the experienced dancer. Figures included are
double reverse, back three step,
promenade weave. Quick outside
spin, three fallaways. Nice music and
dance flows beautifully.
The Clowns
Phase IV - Rumba - STAR 108B - J & J
Carnevale. We like the choreography
very much on this routine. All phase III/
IV rumba figures, but done with nice interruptions, such as a caress to a fan.
Also contains a develop, and a back
wheel. We urge you to purchase this one.
Combo Cha Cha Cha March 99
Phase III +2 (umbrella trns & aida) Cha Cha - STAR 127 - L & M Clark.
Great Cha Cha music. Chase 1/2 to tandem, and a modified traveling door.
That is the only surprise in this routine.
Nicely done.
()it
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GRENN, INC.
Latest ROUND DANCE:
GR 17257 WHISPER WALTZ P-2 by Hank & Jetty Walstra

Easy SQUARE DANCES for beginner class:
GR 12179 GOODBYE MY LADY LOVE by Brian Hotchkies
GR 12180 LAY SOME HAPPINESS ON ME by Cal Campbell
GR 25368 IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME by Dick Jones

P.O. BOX 216

BATH, OH 44210

Flight of the Butterflies

Love Is Blue

Phase III -Waltz-Blue Ribbon 1025 - E
& E Haynack. Straight forward waltz,
no surprises.

Phase IV +2 (natural open. Outs &
Sweethearts) - Rumba - Roper 251-A F & C Valenta. Shadow crab walks open
up this routine. Natural opening out to
a spot turn (has option to a double spiral). Modified hockey stick, cross body,
double serpiente. A lot of this routine
is done in open. We like this one very
much also.

For Those Who Are Young
Phase IV +2-Waltz) - Spec. Press. - J
& K Herr. Another favorite of ours
shown and taught at the National. The
music is beautiful and the dance is
beautifully choreographed. Figures included quick diamond turn 4, modified
in and out runs, develope, vien. turns.
Another winner.

Que Sera Sera
Phase II +1-Waltz - Roper 273-B - D &
J Emory. Nice Phase H waltz, pure vanilla.

Lollipops and Roses
Phase II + 1 (Hover) - Waltz - Roper
275B - B & R Maguire. Excellent phase
II waltz. Has dip back, quarter turn in
measures 5 thru 16. Ending is wrap the
lady dip back and hold.

Look At Me
Phase III +2 (change direction & outside change) - Foxtrot/Jive - Special
Press - K & J Read. Though this is
phased at a III, it dances much higher.
Cross check, underturn manu, step
kicks, point steps, kick ball changes.
Good dance, good music.
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Return My Love Bolero
Phase IV + l(Half Moon) - Bolero Roper 124 B - R &J Williams. Choreographer suggests you slow down to 43/
44 rmp's. This is a lovely bolero and as
we have said before bolero is here to
stay. U/a turn, fence line with arms,
wrap the lady wheels, unwrap to a hip
lift. It also has back contra rocks, which
we liked very much. Your groups will
enjoy this routine.
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CUE SHEET MAGAZINE

A GREAT SOURCE FOR CUE SHEETS

12 Issues Per Year - Subscription Rates
$25.00 USA via Bulk Mall - S38.00 Canada via First Class
$42.00 Foreign via Printed Matter Surface Mail
4015 Mario Si, San Diego, G4 92154 Phone: 619-690-4361 • Fax: 619-690-4016
E-mail cutecuenVmailcily.com • cutecuergearlhllnk.nel

Sheik 2000
Phase II +1 (Fishtail) - Two Step - Hi
Hat EN 046 - R & K Wright. What a nice
job they did writing to this great music.
All straight forward. Part C has
Charleston sequence.
Waltzing In Blue
Phase III +2(Drag Hest. & Dia. Turn) Waltz - Hoctor 1634 Lady In Blue - J &
C Vincent. Drag Hesitation, solo roll in
6, cross hovers, and locking steps. Very
useable waltz.
San Francisco
Phase II1+2(dia. trns & open telemark)
- Foxtrot - Roper 288 - M Molitoris & M
Callahan. Good introduction to Phase
III figures in the Foxtrot rhythm.
My Three Penny Waltz
Phase III+ 2 (Dia. Trns & Telemark) Windsor 4537B - D Sanders. Good music, nice easy Phase III waltz that can
be done on cues.

Sealed With A Kiss
Phase 111+2 (hip rocks & left Pass) Bolero - Epic 15-2319 by Bobby Vmton
- B & A Hamilton. Looking for an introduction to bolero, this is a good routine to use. Figures flow well and routine is short.
Somebody To Believe In
Phase 11+1 (Fishtail) - Two Step Lamon 10183 - N & D Baldwin. Vue and
cue, one you could carry in your record
box.
Slow Boat To China
Phase II - Two Step - Grenn 17252.
Easy two step has a modified traveling
box. Other than that a nice two step.
We have a correction to make on one
of our reviews. In the dance Man I Re/
Like a Jive, we listed the wrong choreographer. It should be G & S Rotscheid.
Thanks Susie for bringing that to our
attention.

Peg Of My Heart
Two Step - Phase 11+1 (Fishtail) Windsor 4749, 4797,4533 - D. Sanders.
Good music and a vue and cue.
Recordings reviewed are supplied by
Palomino Records, Inc. 800-328-3800

Q: What do you get from a pampered cow?
A: Spoiled milk.
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RHYME

Have You
Ever...

TIME
Have you ever watched kids on a merry-go-round,
or listened to rain slapping the ground?
Ever followed a butterfly's erratic flight,
or gazed at the sun fading into the night?
You better slow down, don't dance so fast,
time is short, the music won't last.
Do you run through each day on the fly,
When you ask "How are you?" do you hear the reply?
When the day is done, do you lie in your bed,
with the next hundred chores running through your head?
You better slow down, don't dance so fast,
time is short, the music won't last.
Ever told your child, we'll do it tomorrow,
and in your haste not see his sorrow?
Ever lost touch, let a good friendship die,
cause you never had time to call and say "Hi?"
You better slow down, don't dance so fast,
time is short, the music won't last.
When you run so fast to get somewhere,
you miss half the fun of getting there.
When you worry and hurry through your day,
it's like an unopened gift thrown away.
Life is not a race, so take it slower,
hear the music before the song is over.
Source Unknown
Thanks to Dotty Light, Exeter. New Hampshire.

P74 TRONIZE OUR APVERrISERS
TELL THEM YOU SARI 771EIR ,41, IN TWE
AMERICAN Sc211,4RED,4NCE Al,464ZINE:
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By Patrick Demeratis
Professor of Marketing and Management
Member American Callers Association

American Callers Association
Responsiveness and Reality in
Square Dance Lessons
The American Callers Association
(ACA) was founded with the thought in
mind that dancers, clubs, and callers
are under too much stress attempting
to recruit, teach, and graduate dancers. Students come to an open house
and enjoy the evening, sign up for
lessons and then learn later that it
might take up to two years before they
can dance with the majority of the rest
of the dancers.
ACA used a nationwide scientific
survey to determine what Mainstream
and Plus program calls were being
used and which calls were not being
used. Using the survey data ACA
created a one level program, which
included the highly "utilized" calls
from the Mainstream and Plus programs. Calls from both programs that
were not called at all or with some
frequency were not included in the
twenty-week, two hours per week,
lesson program.
ACA's philosophy was to create a solid
dancing program with one level throughout the square dancing world. The
program is working very well. Callers
appear to be satisfied with the program.
ACA is dedicated to the promotion and
safeguarding of the square dance activities and to creating a one-level dancing
program which would bring in new
56

dancers, retain them, and prepare them to
dance with their friends in a time period
as short as twenty weeks of instruction,
This program is also intended to end
the separatism and segregation of the
Mainstream and Plus dance levels.
ACA members who have used it over
the years have found it to be very
successful, and popular.
Our membership and square dancing friends throughout the world have
asked the Board of Directors to
consider a second version of the
program for clubs who have combined
their dancing and lessons into one
package. In fact, many of the clubs
have done this already. This combination was driven by economic necessity
and declining membership.
The ACA combined dancing and
teaching program has the same
number of movements as the 2000
program but extends the number of
lessons from 20 to 30 weeks of 1-1/2
hour sessions taught in conjunction
with the club dances. This will work for
some clubs that cannot afford to have
classes on separate nights. Even
though the amount of teach time is
extended by ten weeks, the cost of
lessons will be less and this is what
many clubs have to do.
A chronological list is available on
American SquareDance, September 2000
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Daryl Clandanin
480-983-3013
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Jerry Junck
480-641-8683
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Bill Helms
503-865-1967

Lanny Weaklend
402-894-0791

"Brand New on Chinook"
CK-138 THE LONGEST TIME (Daryl & Bill)
CK-139 GOOD CALLERS DON'T
HAVE TO YODEL (Original by Daryl)
CK-140 CITY BLUES (Original by Bill)
"Brand New on Hoedowner"
HD-133 IF THAT'S THE WAY YOU WANT IT (Lanny)
[RELEASES PAST AND PRESENT AVAILABLE]
I DIGITALLY VIA THE INTERNET. CHECK OUT I
HANHURST RECORDS.
Distributed by
A&F Music Distributors 1-800-851-6203
411111=111119W
11M11111111118

our web page at :
www.americancallers.com.
Callers and clubs are encouraged to
print out the ACA one-floor concept
dance program, which includes the
updated list of calls and a lesson
program for both of the ACA one-floor
unity concept versions. This new modified version of the 2000 Combined Dance
and Lessons was requested by you, our
members, and dancers based upon the
current reality of your dancing situations throughout the world. ACA con-

M11111111111118
.mmimmeir'

tinuously pledges to accommodate the
needs and desires of the members and
the square dancers throughout the
square dance community. We are
pledged to remain responsive to your
needs and situations and the needs of
your clubs and dancers.
For more information on the
American Callers Association, please
call 256-383-7585; Fax: 256-383-7583;
Web Page: www.americancallers.com.
We would love to hear from you and be
of service to you.%

Some people are in debt because they spend what
their friends think they make.
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SQUARE DANCE HISTORY WAS MADE!
Susie & Gert-Jan Rotscheid
The Netherlands
On June 3, 2000 square dance history was made in Sweden. But let me
back up a bit and give you a little background. The event was the European
SD Convention, held June 2, 3 and 4.
This is a convention that is organized
once every two years by a different
European SD/RD Organization.
The upcoming organization puts on
a little "show" at the convention precedingtheirs. This gives them a chance
to announce anything special and to attract more attention. When the Swedish organization made their announcements 2 years ago, there was no mention of round dancing at all. We know
that the constitution of the Swedish SD
Organization states that they will not
allow round dancing at a square dance
event, so we went to the club that was
handling the program and asked them
if there would be rounds, and they said
that as far as they knew, "No." (As far
as we know, the Swedish Organization
is the only country-wide organization
that has put a negative stipulation in
their constitution discriminating

against round dancing, which is a part
of the square dance family, and actually forbidding round dancing at a
square dance event.)
Needless to say, this triggered a lot
of emotions within the other European
organizations, where a combined program is the norm for a major event.
With encouragement from us, and lots
of work from the Swedish cuers, especially Ake and Brigitte Grahm, and the
Swedish RD Organization, and the full
support of the other European organizations, RDingwas finally approved for
the program - BUT then to be organized
by the Swedish Round Dance Organization instead of the hosting club, so it
was to be like a separate special at the
same location.
The hall that was delegated to the
round dancers was a hot, small hall in
the basement, but we did get lots of
people who came to watch and see what
RDing is. (While we were there we talked
to some Swedish dancers that had never
even heard of RDing - and no wonder if
it is not allowed at any SD event!!)

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Le No dress code

El

L_I

L_I L_J ®

[kr No partner required

OF GAY SQUARE DANCE CLUBS
P.O. Box 15428, Crystal City, VA 22215
1-800-835-6462
http://www.iagsdc.org

Ikr Basic thru Challenge
[Yr Fun & friends

Texas, California, Washington. Michigan. Ontano, Anzona, Maryland, Illinois, Alberta, Ohio, Tennessee.
Distnct of Columbia, Wisconsin, New York, Pennsylania, New Jersey, Oregon, Florida, Alabama, Nevada.
Minnesota, North Carolina, Colorado, Missouri, Tokyo Japan, British Columbia, New Mexico, Indiana
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Corben Geis
1616 Bell Avenue
Altoona, PA 16602
(814) 943-4922
Corygeis@nb.net
Now, just how was history made that
day? There was an hour of cuers from
the floor, and we had the privilege of
having a cuer from The States participating, Sylvester Nealon from Los Angeles, CA., who cued a tip for us. The
atmosphere was great, and he was wonderful! In talking to Sylvester previously, we saw that he had on a
CALLERLAB badge, so we knew that
he was also a caller, and that he
wouldn't mind calling a tip either. We
asked the round dancers if they would
like for him to call a square dance tip we told them that they might not allow
round dancing at a square dance, but

that doesn't mean we can't have square
dancing at a round dance! The dancers
were quite enthusiastic about that.
Sylvestor called a really fun square
dance tip. So, for the first time In Sweden, they had rounds and squares in
the same hall at a special dance!!
Swedish SD/RD history was made!!
We hope that this will set an example to the Swedish SD Organization,
and that maybe they will change their
constitution. In two years this convention will be sponsored by the Danish Organization, and we have already been
assured that we will not encounter the
same problems. %

Randy Dougherty,
Ellen & Larry Cole
and Pat
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CALLERLAB Convention Chairmen, Larry Cole
UNITY
Good evening Ladies and Gentlemen
and thank you for attending this the
27'b Annual CALLERLAB Convention.
Protocol would necessitate a more
formal greeting than I just practiced.
Words like ladies and gentlemen and
partners of CALLERLAB, members
and partners of the Board of Governors, and Honored Guests would be
traditional. However, that fractures
us down into three separate groups. I
could go even further and divide us as
to CALLERLAB, ROUNDALAB,
Legacy, National Executive Committee and many more. All of them so very
important. Likewise, that only alienates us even more and defeats the
message I wish to share tonight. I'll get
to that message in a moment, but first a
word about the goals of CALLERLAB
and the Foundation for the year ahead.
Within CALLERLAB, the Issues
Committee, with Mike Seastrom as
chairman, has done an outstanding job
in defining many issues in the square
dance activity that CALLERLAB should
address. These issues have been
passed on to the respective committees
and should be receiving proper attention at this time. The Past Chairmans
Committee is charged to monitor and
encourage progress along these lines.
The Program Policy Committee,
under the leadership of Kip Garvey,
has labored relentlessly, and sometimes thanklessly, in their quest to
develop a long range blueprint to
change our entry level programs. Their
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objective is to make it easier to become
a square dancer. It would appear that
this would be a
simple procedure. However,
nothing is farther from the
truth, it is a
gigantic undertaking. I urge
every member
of CALLERLAB
to find a method
to catapult this
vital project forward.
The Foundation continues to be
involved in a Marketing Campaign. We
are working closely with Jim Hensley
of Creative Marketing Services and
have completed an internet survey
about the square dance activity. A
focus group survey is being prepared
and should be implemented shortly and
additional fund raising efforts are
forthcoming. The Foundation thanks
everyone that has contributed time and
money, thus far, and asks that you
continue your support.
We seek to toil persistently with Jim
Hensley toward the marketing goal we
all envision.
I planned for my time with you to be
short this evening as is the theme of
my message. Now in closing I offer the
thoughts I wish to share. It is one word
"Unity." A very unassuming, insignificant petite word that means so much.
Unity, I searched my computer for
American SquareDance, September 2000
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Contact these traveling callers for your
Club Dance - Festival - or Convention
BILL VOLNER

Bill Volner
PO Box 77
Miller City IL 62962

"On The Road Again - Full Time"

For Festivals, Special Dances, Club
Dances and fill in for Cancellations.
Mainstream, Plus, Advance and C-1

618-776-5616

Bill Barr - 50 New St

Ed Kremers

West Haven CT 06516
203-934-2653voice/fax
203-932-3987 anytime
"Railroad Bill" is calling
almost anywhere.

1596 Puerto Vallarta Dr
San Jose CA 95120
408-997-7272
edkremersl@cs.com
Silver Sounds Records Artist

Bob & Lorrie Morrison

2515 Selman Drive
Duluth GA 30096-4350
770-476-8445 or e-mail:
bolomorrison@juno.com
Now calling full time

unity and it gave me two responses.
Oneness and harmony. It is logical
that there must be, within unity,
oneness and harmony. I returned to
the computer and queried oneness
and harmony. In the blink of an eye I
received solidarity and togetherness
as synonyms for oneness. Unity has
now expanded to include-oneness
harmony-solidarity, and togetherness.
I made a couple more passes at
harmony and was led to compatibility
and understanding. The key words
are now unity-oneness-harmony-solidarity-togetherness-compatibility, and
understanding. Do we realize what
power this group could have if we
American SquareDance, September 2000

Corben Geis
RR 5 Box 2342
Altoona, PA 16601
814-940-6046
corygeis@nb.net
Chicago Country Records Artist

embraced these words and lived by
them? Ladies and gentlemen, no one
person among us has the power to
return the square dance activity to
prominence. I ask and invite all
dancers, cuers, prompters, callers,
national organizations, state organizations, local organizations, and all of
us to take up the sign of unity and
work together. Please join in and help
the Foundation with the Marketing
Campaign. Square dancing needs you.
Marketing is The New Frontier.
United we stand divided we fall. Thank
you for your time.
Larry Cole
Chairman of the Board
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THE Courvrity LINE,
& JEBN CEOLDIONDELET

I can't believe it is September already, time to get back to school, teach dance
classes, and get ready for some fun dancing in the new season. I know we all had
our problems at time in school so I picked the following dance in memory of my
school time. It was sent to me by Ron Black from N. Hollywood, California. It is
an easy dance with a new "Twist" to it.
Enjoy
MISBEHAVIN
Choreographed by Ron Black
4 Wall Line Dance
Level: Beginning
Arron Tippin's I Miss Misbehavin (62131-7)
Beats: 32

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

Heel Splits
On balls of feet fan heels apart
Close heels
On balls of feet fan heels again
Close heels
Heel and Toes To Right
Shift both heels to right
Shift both toes to right
Shift both heels to right
Shift both toes to right
Heel Splits
On balls of feet fan heels apart
Close heels
On balls of feet fan heels again
Close heels
Heel and Toes To Right
Shift both heels to right
Shift both toes to right
Shift both heels to right
Shift both toes to right

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.

Chariestons
Step fwd on right
Kick Left
Step backward on left
Touch right
Step fwd on right
Kick Left
Step backward on left
Touch right
Grapevine Twist To
Right/Turn
Step right foot to right
Cross Left behind left
Step Right foot to right (Turning
90° to right)
Brush Left foot against floor

Grapevine Left and Step
29. Step to left with Left foot
30. Cross Right foot behind left foot
31. Step Right to left side
32. Step Left foot next to Right foot
Begin again
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WANT To B
cALLEit
Hello everyone. Wow, if you missed
the 49th National Square Dance Convention in Baltimore you missed a
great time. All the folks working on the
49* did a fantastic job. The convention
center was really nice and the sound
was excellent. I would like to thank
Dick and Linda Peterson and Rolle and
Marian Williams for allowing me to be a
part of their closing ceremonies on
Saturday night. I had a wonderful time.
Ellen and I attended a dinner hosted
by the National Executive Committee
(NEC for short), these are the folks who
have served as General Chairpersons
of past National Conventions. We
enjoyed sharing with them and wish to
thank the NEC and the United Square
Dancers of America for their generous
contributions to the Foundation for the
Promotion and Preservation of Square
Dancing. The marketing plan continues to gather steam - for more
information contact the CALLERLAB
home office.
You may wonder why I include
material in this column like that
above. It is because I believe that
being a caller requires attention to
much more than just calling a dance.
We must all work to promote this
great activity. The best caller in the
world is useless without dancers.
That being said I wonder if you have
ever had "one of those days?" One of
those days when everything went

L 4.Thq CoLE

wrong. One of those
days when you
smashed your finger, had a flat tire, got
lost (because you wouldn't take your
partner's directions) or had all your
calling equipment stolen. Well, let's
face it we all have one of those days
every so often. How then, do we call a
good dance when everything has gone
wrong all day? It is a given that you will
miss the corner, get lost in the singing
call, call right and left thru from lines
back to back or some other silly thing.
What amazing bit of knowledge will
save us? Which extraordinary system
of calling will make us appear
wonderful? The same system that
helped us as beginning callers - BACK
TO THE BASICS. It is simple just back
off and call what you know. Don't try to
wow the dancers when your head is not
clear. Call a couple tips of singing calls
and let them sing along. Back to the
basics - slow down - enjoy yourself and
you can circumvent the "one of those
days" syndrome.
Happy calling.
Larry calls Basic through C-1 and
records for Rawhide-Buckskin
Records. An active member of
CALLERLAB he is currently
the Chairman.
Larry may be contacted at
765-384-7089 or E-mail
LColeSDC@AOL.corn
"Questions are Welcome"

This is an age in which everything is controlled by switches,
except for children.
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POINT OF ORDER ...Ahr
Square dancing but
not Alone
In the thirty-five years my wife and I
have been square dancing, we've seen
many changes. The most troubling one
is the precipitous decline in the number
of people involved in our recreation.
Much has been written about this in
these pages - much that I agree with,
but I won't repeat the points already
made. Instead, I have just been reading
about a new book that, I think, helps us
to understand part of what has
happened in the square dancing
community. Robert D. Putnam has
written Bowling Alone: The Collapse
and Revival of American Community (Simon and Schuster, 516 pages,
$26). Because Putnam recently took
part in a Hartford (Connecticut) forum,
his ideas made our local paper, the
Hartford Courant.
According to Courant columnist
Tom Condon, Putnam "discovered that
bowling is still popular but bowling in
leagues has dropped precipitously.
The point is that we're not doing things
together anymore." Condon goes on to
say, "For the first two-thirds of the 20th
century, Americans joined clubs, socialized, voted, and generally participated in civic life. Then we stopped.
The folks born before 1940 keep active,
but the Boomers and Xers didn't pick
up the habit. Club participation has
64

dropped 60 percent from 1975 to 1998.
At this rate, many clubs will cease to
exist in 20 years."
I'm sure you're saying, "Yeah, tell me
about it." To square dancers, this
sounds very familiar, except that in our
case many clubs have already ceased to
exist. My wife and I have belonged to two
clubs so far, and both have folded
because of a lack of people. Now we face
a longer drive to the next nearest club.
In an interview with the Courant,
Robert Putnam said, "Culprit No. 1 is
entertainment television. It's the
single most important factor, although it accounts for only about 25
percent of the decline." He points out
that older people, not having grown up
with television, "decide what to watch
and then turn on television. People
younger than 50 tend to do the other,
as habit." Another culprit, he adds, is
urban sprawl. "Every 10 minutes of
additional commuting time cuts all
forms of civic engagement by 10
percent. Ten minutes more commuting time means 10 percent less
churchgoing, 10 percent fewer dinner
parties, 10 percent fewer club meetings, 10 percent fewer dinners with
your family, etc." And there are
several other causes.
Interestingly, if we go back one
American SquareDance, September 2000

Carbinat
Ham Haley
P. Jew Pour 1.41.814orldelson Mary • Von!
417-659.8487 417-282-6.340 316-524.0997 Corliebsny
417.782-0158

HOT CARDINAL RELEASES
CAR-47 DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY - Mike
CAR-46 RIBBON OF HIGHWAY - Harold
CAR-45 I'LL TAKE TEXAS - Mary
CAR-44 BLOWING IN THE WIND - Jerry
CAR-43 LONESOME HOEDOWN - Hoedown

"Try our
Platinum Series CD's"

Cardinal Records, Box 7-11, Macks Creek, MO 65786
573-363-5432
e-mail: audiolft@dam.net

hundred years to the late 191h century
we find exactly the same thing taking
place in the aftermath of the Civil
War - symptoms of a social - capital
deficit. But it didn't last. Between
about 1890 and 1915 "most of the
major civic institutions in American
communities today were inventedthe Boy Scouts and the Red Cross and
the League of Women Voters and the
NAACP and the Girl Scouts and the 4H and the Kiwanis Club and the
Knights of Columbus and Hadassah
and the Rotary and most labor unions
and the Teamsters."
Oh, there are signs of vitality in
today's America. Putnam's book was
reviewed by Biola University professor
Robert Wuthnow in the June 12 issue of
Christianity Today. He maintains
that our social connections are changing rather than simply weakening.
Most of us, he says, are volunteering
more than ever before. Nonprofit
organizations have grown by 500
percent since the 1960s. People are
joining small groups and supporting
community service projects.
At a time when some high schools
are already requiring volunteer work
American SquareDance, September 2000

for graduation, Putnam asks us to
encourage young people to be as civicminded as their grandparents, to put
more priority on the family, to interact
with neighbors, and to participate in
our communities. After all, studies
have shown, says Tom Condon, that
"people are significantly healthier and
happier when they're connected to
others." Square dancing is one of the
greatest ways to get connected. It
wouldn't be any less fun if behind it was
a purpose of helping people socially.
One of the social ills of our times, for
example, is the weakening of marriage.
Yet a square dance program, properly
conducted, can be a great marriage
builder. I can even envision churches
and synagogues sponsoring clubs as a
part of their "marriage encounter"
emphases. There are many other
possibilities. Let's not give up on
square dancing. It, too, may need to
make some changes; but, who knows, it
may in the longrun turn out better than
ever because it will meet a need-not
just for fun, not just for exercise, but
also for community.
Dick Pierce
Bloomfield, CT
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CORY-OGRAPHY
in the
CLASSROOM
enitett Tow' jet
MUSICAL SELECTIONS FOR
THE SCHOOL STUDENTS

Selecting music is a very big part of
any successful dance program in the
classroom. A lot of callers tend to take
all pop music for the kids to enjoy. Be
careful. I believe that the caller should
carry a variety of music and dances
into the schools.
Don't forget about the teachers
who usually participate either by
dancing or watching. Throw in some
music from the 60's and 70's too. A
potpourri of singing calls will just add
to the caller's overall showmanship.
Show tunes are nice.
Making the dances a group sing-along or karaoke party is a lot of fun.
Some callers tell me that they only do
patter hoedown in the schools and
refrain from the singers. No way!

Introduce the students to the singing
calls the first time you go in. Choose
records with great music and familiar
titles. Here are some titles and labels I
like to use.
Pink Cadillac - Red Boot
Take Me out to the Ball Game - Circle D
Volcano - Mountain Recordings
Disney Medley - Global
Flintstones - Silver Sounds
Let's Twist Again - Hi Hat
Devil Went Down to Georgia - Chaparral
The Lion Sleeps Tonight - Chicago
Country
Rock this Town - Royal Records
Old Time Rock N Roll Rhythm Records
Witch Doctor - Blue Star
Long Tall Texan - ESP

HAVE YOU INTRODUCED THIS MAGAZINE

TO YOUR NEW DANCERS??
WITHOUT NEW SUBSCRIBERS
WE CANNOT EXIST EITHER...
SEE PAGE 77 FOR SUBSCRIPTION FORM.
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Country
Kitchen
IlyIliST liarrop

Peach Upside-Down Cake
6 large fresh peaches
2/3 Cup brown sugar
2 Tbsp. unsalted butter
1 Cup all purpose flour
1 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. baking soda
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. salt
1 Tbsp. canola oil
1 egg
1 tsp. vanilla extract
1 tsp. almond extract
1/2 Cup lowfat buttermilk
Preheat oven to 375°. Bring a large
saucepan of water to a boil. Score the
stem end of each peach and place the
peaches in the boiling water. Boil for
about 1 minute, or until the skins soften.
Transfer to a bowl of cold water to cool,
then peel, halve and pit the peaches. In
a 9 inch cast-iron skillet, combine 1/3 cup
of the sugar with 1 Tbsp. of the butter.
Cook over medium heat for 3 to 5 minutes, or until the sugar begins to melt.
Add the peaches to the skillet, cut side
up, in one layer (the fruit should fit
lightly). Remove from the heat and set
aside. In a large bowl, combine the flour,
baking powder, baking soda, cinnamon
and salt; set aside. In a large bowl, with
an electric mixer at medium speed, beat
the remaining brown sugar and butter
with the oil until combined. Add the egg,
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beating until smooth, then beat in the vanilla and almond extract. With the mixer
at low speed, add the buttermilk and the
reserved flour mixture, beating until just
incorporated. Spoon the batter evenly
over the peaches in the skillet, place the
skillet in the oven and bake, uncovered,
at 375° for 20 to 25 minutes, or until a
cake tester inserted in the center of the
cake comes out clean. Cool on a wire
rack for 3 to 4 minutes. Loosen the edges
of the cake with a knife. Invert onto a
serving plate and serve.
Peach Pie
10 fresh peaches, pitted and sliced
1/3 Cup all purpose flour
1 Cup brown sugar
1 /4 Cup butter
1 recipe pastry for a 9 inch dbl crust pie
Mix flour, brown sugar and butter
into a crumb stage. Place one crust in
the bottom of a 9 inch pie plate. Line
the pie shell with some sliced peaches.
Sprinkle some of the butter mixture on
top of the peaches, then put more
peaches on top of the crumb mixture.
Continue layering until both the
peaches and crumbs are gone. Top with
the remaining pie crust and flute the
edge. Bake at 350° for 45 minutes or
until the crust is golden. Allow to cool
before slicing. Best when eaten fresh.
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CREATIVE
CHOREOGRAPHY
LEE & STEVE KOPMAN

Hi to all. This month, let's look at the call RUN. These sequences are
not your run of the mill figures. Hopefully, we are giving you some ideas
you hadn't considered.
1. HEADS pass the ocean
extend
explode the wave
centers run
{ NEW } CENTERS trade
star thru
CENTERS square thru but on
the 3rd hand [slide thru]
Your home
2. Heads 1P2P
pass thru
centers run
{ NEW } CENTERS chase right
ENDS pass thru
girls trade
CENTERS ONLY, boys run
ends fold
zoom
CENTERS swing thru
extend
scoot back
extend, right and left grand
(1/4 promenade)
3. SIDES star thru
double pass thru
boys run
circulate
boys trade
circulate
boys run

CENTERS square thru 3
LEFT swing thru
explode square thru 2
right and left grand
(At home)
4. SIDES star thru
double pass thru
centers in
centers run
{ NEW } CENTERS hinge
ENDS touch 114
GIRLS pass thru
If you're looking out cloverleaf
Centers wheel and deal
& lead right
swing thru
circulate 1-1/2
right and left grand
(At home)
5. HEADS square thru 4
SIDES roll away
swing thru
girls run
chase right
girls trade
square thru but on the 4" hand
LEFT allemande
(1/2 promenade)
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6. SIDES square thru 2
touch 1/4
girls run
pass thru
centers run
NEW CENTERS (trade & roll)
ENDS star thru
trade by
pass to the center
CENTERS slide thru
at home
7. Heads 1P2P
square thru 3
centers run
NEW CENTERS chase right
ENDS circulate 1-1/2
& when you meet hinge
girls run
square thru but on the 3rd hand
right and left grand
(7/8 promenade)
8. SIDES square thru 3
separate around 1 to a line
pass thru
centers run
NEW CENTERS California twirl
box the gnat
fan the top
swing thru
circulate 1-1/2
right and left grand
(At home)
9. HEADS lead right
centers in
centers run
touch 1/4
circulate
girls run
touch 1/4
boys trade
ENDS face in
at home
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10. SIDES right and lett thru
& lead left
veer right
centers trade
centers run
fan the top
recycle
right and left thru
& dixie style to a wave
trade the wave
scoot back
right and left grand
(3/8 promenade)
11. HEADS square thru 2
touch 1/4
girls run
REVERSE flutterwheel
LEFT touch 1/4
circulate
boys run
single circle to a wave
LEFT swing thru
right and left grand
(1'8 promenade)
12. SIDES pass the ocean
extend
centers trade
centers run
NEW centers trade
centers run
LEFT swing thru
explode the wave
wheel and deal
dixie grand
left allemande
(1/4 promenade)

13. Heads 1P2P
pass thru
boys run
scoot back
CENTERS trade
centers run
1/2 tag
scoot back
right and left grand
(7/8 promenade)
14. SIDES star thru
double pass thru
centers in
centers run
{ NEW } CENTERS hinge
ENDS LEFT touch 1/4
CENTER 6 circulate TWICE
boys run

Free
ASD Magazines

CENTERS wheel and deal
& swing thru
extend
spin the top
recycle pass thru
wheel and deal
CENTERS square thru 3
left allemande (1/4 promenade)
15. Heads 1P2P
pass thru
girls run
centers trade
LEFT swing thru
boys run
square thru 3
Face your partner
right and left grand
(7/8 promenade)

THREE R's
Recently Released Records
Now Available
Information supplied by
Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636
E-mail: Supreme@SupremeAudio.com
Internet Home Page: www.SupremeAudio.com

Don't forget to have copies
availabe for your
new dancers this year!

American Square
Dance Magazine
Send your name, address, phone &
number of copies needed
at least 45 days prior
to date needed.
American SquareDance Magazine,
PO Box 777
N Scituate, RI 02857-0777
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The Devil's in the Phone Booth (dialing 911), Bramlett
RMR 2005
Mexicali Blues, Sahel
HH 5242
Every Street a Boulevard, Murray
C 2101
Tonight the Heartache's on Me. Garvey
HH 5245
Livingston Saturday Night. Burke
C 2401
My Melody of Love, Williamson & O'Leary ... SSR 213
That Don't Impress Me Much. Froggatt
S2K 2006
C 819
Only there for a Little While. Smith
Stony Creek/Rocky Pond
CRC 131
Yesterday & Today (Callers Edition)
LMCD 300C
LMCD 300D
Yesterday & Today (Dancers Edition)
There, I've Said it Again, Bennett
GMP 114
Just Gotta Get Away/the Cowboy Suit or 3010
If You've Got the Money. Lipscomb
GMP 307
Lazy, Hazy, Crazy Days of Summer, Hotchkiss
PIO 136
RR134
Sail Away (Repress). Driver
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THE KonEo KorasTER
STEVE NOPM.A.N
This month let's expand on the call RUN and use the CROSS RUNin some
simple but interesting figures.
Heads IP2P
right and left thru
dixie style to a wave
centers cross run
THEN:
4. explode the wave
bend the line
pass the ocean
scoot back
right and left grand
(7/8 promenade)

1. scoot back
right and left grand
(3/8 promenade)
2. explode the wave
chase right
cast off 3/4
right and lett grand
(3/8 promenade)

5. linear cycle
touch 1/4
girls run
square thru 3 to a wave
right and left grand
(3/8 promenade)

3. { NEW } centers trade
recycle square thru 3
left allemande
(7/8 promenade)

Kopman's Choreography
SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER III Now available: 'SOFT' Set of Mainstream. Plus,
Advance and Cl.
• 50 sequences per set
• Reduce your calling preparation
• Easy to read
Send check or money order to
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN
1021 BRIDGESTONE PLACE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919
Phone: (423) 691-1580
e-mail: s.kopman@luno.com

• $50.00 per set
• Immediate delivery
• All requests confidential

_MS

PLUS A2 _C1 (NEW "SOFT" SET)

_MS

PLUS A2 Cl (HARD SET)
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TO /Zit raraiition from
4§quareg to Contra -tart
by

Paul Moore

Running Springs, California

There are many things about contra
dance and square dance that are
similar. Some of these are fairly
obvious, for example, many figures are
common to both squares and
contras: Ladies Chain, Right
and Left Thru, Stars, etc.
Squares tend to use many more
figures than contras. The square
dance mainstream program has
approximately 70 figures in it,
while at a typical
contra dance you may
end up using only 2025 figures.
Also in common is
the structure of the
music. Almost all square
dance music has 8 phrases of 8
beats (or 32 measures of
music). On occasion you will
find a square that does not
follow that pattern: for example "Wild
on a Saturday Night" used a 32 bar
opener, but the figure was 40 bars.
Contra dances also tend to be 32 bars,
but you can find them ranging from 12
bars to 64 bars.
In both squares and contras you will
find a variety of rhythms, though
squares tend to stay with 2/4 or 4/4. But
within that you can find calypso
rhythms, sambas, marches, clogging
style music etc. Contras will use these
rhythms and add 6/8 or jig time rhythm
(though again, recently there has been
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a singing call done to jig time. Contras
will also use 3/4- waltz time. These are
quite elegant to dance and to watch.
The element that both squares and
contras should have
in common is the
pleasure - the pure
joy, of dancing cooperatively with others.
In both types of dance
everyone needs to be
a winner, including
the caller.
We must admit
that there are some
obvious differences
too. Square dances
are done in squares
(or as a gimmick in 6
or 8 couple sets that
are still basically
squares). Contra
uses a greater variety of formations.
The most common formation, of
course is lines. These lines can be
proper, all the men in one line, the
ladies in the other, (an old carry over
from more conservative religious
times) or improper (the men and
ladies alternate positions in the same
line). The lines can then be subdivided
so that two couples are dancing with
each other or three couples are
working together. Contras are also
written for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 couples or "as
many as will" (meaning as many
American SquareDance. September 2000

dancers who want to get
About Paul Moore
on the line may). Contras
also use the square forPaul & Mary became involved in Contra
mation, circles, triangles,
Dancing
in the late 1970's, dancing them
sets of couples placed
wherever
they could find them. Then Paul
chaotically around the
began calling and teaching square dancing
room, etc.
in 1983 and was soon asked to include conMany people who first
tra dances at the square dances. Since
try contra dancing often
then,
they have been featured at many feshave one of three reactivals
throughout California, have been
tions to it: 1) It's too
program chair for the California State
slow; 2) it's boring; or 3)
Square Dance Convention several times,
it's just right because
and have participated in seven National
you come out even with
Square Dance Conventions.
the music. We'll get into
Currently they call for three monthly contiming later, but one
tra groups and one square dance club that
place that timing is very
dances contras between squares. Paul calls
obvious is in the swing.
between
15 and 20 square dance sessions
Most square dancers
per month. Paul has gained a reputation of
swing only once around,
being an excellent teacher of dancers and
while contra dancers
callers (both square and contra). Along
tend to swing 1-1/2 to 2with Bob Osgood, Paul wrote and produced
1/2 times. Because of
R & R Video International's video tape on
this timing difference,
contra dancing. Many of Paul's original conyou have more time to
tra dances have become standards with conmake contact with people
tra prompters around the world. Paul &
you dance with. Also, if
Mary are currently the scholarship chair for
the contra is done in a
CONTRALAB
and just took on the
line, you will meet more
editorship of the CONTRALAB Quarterly.
people as you move
through the line.
As far as figures go, there are peo.A.m.:74.wei.volAwk.vek INIALIVOM
many great figures that work only
National Square Dance
in squares (Relay the Deucey)
which people love because of its 0 DIRECTORY
flow and complexity). Contra, like- ,0 Information & contacts for thousands of
wise, has specialized figures such
clubs in the U.S., Canada and around the
world. Great for traseling & planning
as Turn Contra Corners which are
vacations.
loved for the same reasons, but they
fit only into contra formations.
$9.95 (plus $4.00 postage & handling)
This article was written for
the CONTRALAB Seminar and
presented at the National Convention in Baltimore.
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Life Subscription - $50.00

PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 al
(800) 542-4010
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ISTBIAT781 AHEAD
Not for profit Association/Federation festivals or
conventions or benefit dances can be listed free of charge
in What's Ahead.
Included will be the event date, name, location, contact address, phone number, e-mail. The name of the

not for profit Association/Federation must be
printed on the flyer to receive the free listing.
BUT we can't print it if we don't get it!
We must receive your information at least
4 months in advance of the event's scheduled date.
NATIONAL CONVENTIONS
U.S.A.
Jun 27-30, 01 Anaheim, CA 50" NSDC
Jun 26-29, 02 St. Paul, MN 51" NSDC
Jun 25-28, 03 Oklahoma City, OK
NSDC
CANADA
Jul 18-20, 02

Saint John, New Brunswick

Sep 8-10, 00
Jun 7-11, 01

Perth, Western Australia
Tamworth. New South Wales

AUSTRALIA

SEPTEMBER

15-17 CALIFORNIA - Square Affair
S&RD Festival, Veterans Memorial
Cultural Center, Santa Maria. David &
Susan Cleek, 805-773-2762;
dmcco@thegrid.net. John & Evie Baxter,
805-733-1796; 11013@ww1.utech.net
15-16 NEBRASKA - Nebraska State
S&RD Convention, Adams County
Fairgrounds, Hastings. Mary & Marilyn
Heckman, 4630 Parklane Dr, Kearney
NE 68847; 308-234-1344;
mheckman@esu10.k12.ne.us

1-3 GERMANY - Annual EAASDC &
ECTA Fall Round Up 2000,
Schulzentrum (highschool complex)
Grossburgwedel, Hannover county,
Germany. Ulrich Brandt, Phone: x49
5132 93695; Ulrich.Brandt@ecta.de

22-24 - CALIFORNIA - Cow Counties
Hoedown Association Fall Festival,
San Bernardino County Fair Grounds,
Victorville. Jim & Georgia Stone, 909862-9486; ccha@discover.net;
www.discovernet/-ccha

8-10 AUSTRALIA - International SD
Festival Perth 2000, Challenge Stadium,
Stephenson Avenue, Mount Claremont,
Perth, AUSTRALIA. Info: Bob Tanner;
61-8-9458-6958; fax: 61-8-9458-6958;
tambin @wongan.agn.net.au;
btanner@webace.com.au;
www.webace.com.au/-squareda

23 - WISCONSIN - 5015 Anniversary Fox Valley Squares, Menasha. Caller:
Susan Elaine Packer, Orlando, FL; Cuer:
Betty Schumacher. Info: Alfred & Lorraine
Fochs, 79 S 11th St, Hilbert WI 54129.

F
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30 - OHIO Cleveland Federama.
C Storgard, 9456 Sherwood Trail,
Brecksville Ohio 44141; 440-526-0326

A*
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OCTOBER
1 OHIO - Buckeye Round Dance
Council Harvest of Rounds. MJ Wolff,
1553 S Carpenter Rd, Brunswick OH
44212; 330-225-2553
6-7 TEXAS - San Angelo Festival
Assoc First Festival of the New Century,
San Angelo. Robert Holtz, PO Box 712,
San Angelo TX 76902; 915-942-7660
13-14 ARKANSAS - Arkansas State
Square Dance Federation Festival,
Robinson Auditorium, Little Rock.
Vince & Judy Vinciguerra, #6 Vince
Lane, Conway, AR 72032-9774; or
Edna Johnson, #3 E Andalusia Way,
Hot Springs Village; 501-922-3513;
wesqrdnc@hsnp.com
20-22 INDIANA - Indiana SD Convention, Horizon Convention Center, Muncie.
Ken & Judy Arrington, 10303 W St Rd 28,
Ridgeville, IN 47380; 765-369-2237
20-22 MISSOURI - Annual Missouri
State S&R Dance, Kenneth E Cowan
Civic Center, Lebanon MO.
20-22 VERMONT - Tumbling Leaves
Festival, Bennington College, Bennington.
4 Halls, Plus, A-1, A-2 C-1. Callers: Red
Bates, Cliff Brodeur, Tim Crawford, Bill
Harrison, John Marshall, Jim Pulaski.
Cuers: Ralph & Joan Collipi, Esther & Iry
Mindlin. Several packages available.
Contacts: Cliff Brodeur, PO Box 914,
Pittsfield MA 01202; 413-443-3060:
Red Bates, 82 Regency Park Dr,
Agawam MA 01001; 413-786-0212.
27-28 KANSAS - Fall Festival of S&R
Dancers, Wichita. Charles & Jane
Thomas, 133 Vantage View Cir,
Wichita KS 67212; 316-946-0960;
ctandmjt@ca.com
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NOVEMBER
12 NEW JERSEY - Northern New
Jersey SD Assoc Annual Mini-Festival,
Bridgewater-Raritan Middle School,
Bridgewater. Sal & Mary Alessi 973-2561647; Jim & Joyce Kelly 908-658-4271
10-11 - CALIFORNIA - Frolicking Fall
Festival, Red Bluff Community/Senior
Center, Red Bluff. Swinging Squares,
18785 Palomino Dr, Red Bluff, CA
96080. Jthiel@rbushsd.k12.ca.us;
530-527-3486
17-18 FLORIDA - Annual NEFSARDA
Fall Festival, Jacksonville. John Wall
PO Box 50124, Jacksonville Beach, FL
32240; (904) 241-0384,
FLASQRDNCR@AOL.COM
17-18 TENNESSEE - Mid-South
S&RD Festival, Memphis. Jim &
Doorothy Bobo; 901-754-2409;
JBOB01230@aol.com
19 MASSACHUSETTS - Springfield
Area Callers and Westeren Massachusetts S&RD Assoc Fall Festival,
Bellamy School, 314 Pendleton St,
Chicopee. Fran Vivier, 31 North St,
Granby MA 01033; 413-467-3352;
fran.gloria@the-spa.com

DECEMBER
10 - NEW YORK - Toys for Tots, Pelham
High School, Pelham. 914-738-3093

JANUARY '01
7 - OHIO - Berea Children'sHome
Benefit Dance, Berea High School,
Berea. Tom Rudebock, 4551 Grafton
Rd, Leetonia OH 44431;
rudebts@valunet.com
22-28 HAWAII - Aloha State S&R
Dance Festival, Waikiki, Honolulu.
Special activities, tour packages and
discounted hotels available: call Allen
at 800-676-7740. Registrar: Tim at
808-668-1598; Trvoss@aol.com;
www.inix.corri/squaredancehawaii
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American SquareDance Products
ITEMS for DANCERS, CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS & CLOGGERS
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING
$4 95
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK
$9.95
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)
$5.95
RI residents add 7% sales tax
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS
$10.95
ASD BINDERS (2 pack)
$8.50**
Shipping & Handling*
ASD PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams)
51.95
S0.01
$5.00
$3.50
BURELSON'S S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA. Available I/2001
$5.01 - $10.00
$4.50
BURLESON'S UPDATE - 1996 & 1997
$10.00'•
$10.01 - $20.00
$5.50
BURLESON'S UPDATE - 1992 - 1997
515.00**
$20.01 - $40.00
$6.50
CALLER/CUER CONTRACTS (20 PK)
S8.50**
$41.01 - $60.00
$8.50
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (399 page text)
$14.95
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS
$6.95
$61.01 - $100.00
$12.00
CLIP ART (Sketches, paste-up)
$5.95
$6.95 Foreign orders shipped Air Mail.
CLIP ART 2 (All different)
CLIP ART 3 (All different)
$6.95 Additional charges will be added
CLIP ART I on 3.5 HD disks 175 images
SI4.95
for this service.
CLIP ART 2 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images
I9.95
$19.95
2^'
Day UPS shipping available.
CLIP ART 3 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images
CLIP ART on CD-ROM - over 2500 images
$49.95 ** * Large book orders may encounter
pc-compatible, images are pcx format, h&w and
additional shipping charge. We will
supplied in a self-extracting file for Windows.
notify you before shipping.
CLOGGING (Basic book)
$4.95
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D
$7.95
**Shipping and handling included
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations)
$3.95
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (cartoons)
$3.95
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS
$2.95
Our Return Policy.
MODERN CONTRA DANCING
$3.95
If the item is defective, we will replace it.
$8.95
MUSIC & TIMING
Due to the proliferation of copying
PARTY LINE (After party ideas)
$6.95
devices, we do not issue refunds.
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP
$4.95
Prices subject to change.
SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules)
$6.95
SETS IN ORDER
INDOCTRINATION HANDBOOK
$.75
Minimum charge card
BASIC/MAINSTREAM HANDBOOK
$1.50
order is $10.00.
PLUS MOVEMENTS
$1.00
SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better promotion)
$8.95
SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines)
$7.95
STEP-CLOSE-STEP RD BASICS
Mat terCa ru
by Frank Lehnert
$10.00
SURPRISE GET-OUT by Wayne Morvent
$15.00
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family)
$3.95
WHEEL & DEALING (Handicapped)
$5.95
WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style)
$5.95

=

Order from
AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE
PO BOX 777, N. SCITUATE, RI 02857-0777
401-647-9688 - 800-333-6236
fax: 401-647-3227
See page 82 for office hours.
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AMERICAN

rf,

SQUAREDANCE
'The Internatinal Magazine of Square Dancing'

I am a Caller

I

Cuer I I Dancer

1

24 issues

I1

I New

(2 years)

12 issues (1 year)

Other

n

Renewal

USA

CANADA

FOREIGN

$40.00*

$50.00

$66.00"

$22.50*

$27.50

$35.50**

'Rhode Island add 7% sales tax
••Forrign

subscription rate applies to most countries • price subject to change due to international postal rates.

A Subscription to American SquareDanec
is the perfect gift!
ACCOUNT # (from label)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP

411111101

PHONE #

"s"

CARD #
EXPIRES:

MM

YR MC

VISA

Your Signature:
I was referred by a friend. Their subscription number is:
Their name and address is :
Ncw sixes or renewals start with the nest MIX IF we man ye this completed hum in or Ixfore the .10th of the month
(form void alter 12/00
All sub.-gums arc non-transferable and non-refundable. We are not responsible for rum-delivery. Post Office does
not forward periodicals unless subscriber pays postage. contact local Pint Office for details. Price subject to change.
Send to:

L

ASD, PO BOX 777, N SCITUATE, RI 02857-0777
OR CALL: 401- 647-9688 OR 800-333-6236
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CLASSIFIr'DS
RECORD DEALERS
PALOMINO RECORDS, INC.
Over 500,000 records in stock
Squares, Rounds, Clogging, and
Country Western Current and Oldies
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music noels

1404 Weavers Run Rd, West Point, KY 40177

H & R BADGE & STAMP CO.
Phone: (614) 471-3735
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps
From our Design or Yours
Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Road, Columbus, OH 43219

CUSTOM I.D. (800) 242-8430

Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420

Quality Engraving & Imprinting
Quick Delivery - Satisfaction Guaranteed
Custom badges, dangles, fun badges, etc.

SUPREME AUDIO
HANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE

Don & Loretta Hanhurst
3506 E Venice Avenue, Venice, FL 34292
WWW.CUSTOM-ID.COM

The Professional Source for Square and
Round Dance Records & Equipment

NOTES FOR CALLERS

PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876.3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: Supreme@SupremeAudio.com
Website: www.SupremeAudio.com

PERRY'S PLACE
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69
Nicholasville, KY 40340-0069
(606) 885-9440
-ordersUS 800-882-3262 Canadian 800-292-2623
Intl. & Fax (606) 885-9235

SILVER STAR RECORD &
TAPE SERVICE
10 Saint Moritz Road
Winnipeg MB R2G 3J6, Canada

JOHN'S NOTES
John & Linda Saunders

101 Cedar Dunes
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169
904-428-1496; E-mail: johnnysa@aol.com
Web Site: http://members@aol.com.johnnysa
Basic through C with Added Attractions
Monthly Service, Contact for Free Sample
"For the Callers Who Care"

WESTERN CONTRA
"A Quarterly for Contra Club Callers"
Hal & Diane Rice

1919 W. Coronet, #227, Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 778-0848

MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
Stan & Cathie Burdick

Phone: (204) 668-2216 Fax: (204) 668-0140

PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874

BADGES

(518) 543-8824
Write for free sample.

A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (847) 526-7396
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, IL 60084

TAPE SERVICE

Home of the Original ROVER Badge
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun
Badges & Dangles Rhinestone Badges, Mini
Purses (assorted colors), much more.
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954

SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE
TAPE SERVICE

CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today.

PO Box 57
Westfield, MA 01086

Over 100 minutes on each tape every month
Call or write for FREE Samples
Service with the 'Personal Touch'
Palomino Records Inc.
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY
40177 Voice Orders: 800-328-3800

Fax: 800-227-5420

Cost: $2.59 plus $.50 postage & handling.

1164,41b atklitliNer 1600144b
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FREE! SAMPLE TAPE
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE
MONTHLY TAPE - NOW 1.10 minutes of music!
All New S/D & R/D Music
The Continuing Choice of 1,950 Callers
Serving Callers Since 1971
A Perfect Gift for Your Caller

P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001

LEARN TO YODEL teach tape for $15 U.S.
funds. Yodeling Singing Calls tape $10 U.S.
funds. Add $3 U.S. for S/H.
Joe Uebelacker, 560 Maple Tree Cres.

RRI Fraserville, Ontario, Canada K0I IVO
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED
FOOTE. MS & Plus taught all-position to dancers
who already know the calls from standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with walk thru & practice
of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding
of calls, are widely acclaimed as best on the
market. Drill tapes, dance tapes & two-couple tape
also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote,

140 McCandless Place, Wexford, PA 15090.

BOOKS
MIKE'S ONE-LINERS
A Collection of My Line Dances.There are over
60 original dances with easy to follow directions
from Beginner-Advance. Cost: $1 1.95 per book
+$3.50 S/H. Order from Mike Seurer 3200 N.
Garden Ave, Roswell NM 88201.

BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: 5100+ calls and movements.
Available Jan 2001
SPECIAL - ASD BINDER
Protect your back issues of
ASD. Holds a full year's
issues of magazines. They
open flat for quick and easy
reference. 2 for $8.50 S/H
included (foreign postage higher). ASD, PO

Box 777, North Scituate, RI 02857
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF
SQUARE DANCE CALLS
2 terrific books with exact CALLERLAB definitions for dancers and callers alike! Book I (Red),
Mainstream $5 (incl. postage); Book 2
(Green)Plus, A 1 & A2 $6 (incl. postage). Specify
which book and send your check to:

Supreme Audio, Inc, PO Box 50,
Marlborough, NH 03455.0050
or contact your local square dance shop!
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STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1998 New Revisd Edition, Round Dance
Basics Book, $10 + postage. Now includes 10week dancer-proven course, dance positions,
complete approved terminology, mixers, teaching
hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, tango, cha cha
and ballroom. Coordinates with the Grenn record
teaching series. Order from Palomino Records,
1404 Weaver Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177

or call Tom at I-800-328-3800.
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob
Howell Collection. Here you'll find everything
to get your toes tappin' and hips swinging-the
music. concise directions for all levels. plus
interesting history of each dance. Cost: $21.95
per book. S/H $3.50 U.S. - $5.50 Canada. Order
from Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance,

1017 Williamsburg Drive, Charleston, IL 61920
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM ED FOOTE. 5 books
available: Plus, Al & A2 (both in I book), CI,
C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all calls for the
indicated program from a variety of positions.
also includes helpful hints for dancing the calls.
Books are 8 1/2 x II with spiral binding, laser
printing provides clear sharp images. The most
complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced &
Challenge available today. Cost: $16.25 / book
includes shpg. ($17.25 for C-3A). (Canada add
$ .80). Order from Ed Foote, 140 McCandless

Pl., Wexford, PA 15090.
SQUARE DANCING FOR "KIDS" OF ALL
AGES - Complete teach book with complete
wording and definitions for each call with lots of
choreography. Great for teachers - you don't need
to he a caller. Big printing for easy reading/
calling. Absolutely complete wording everything
including how to get them started in a circle and
squares. Book I (Pre school thru grade 4) $25;
Book II (Grade 4 thru Senior Citizen) $25; Both
Books $45 U.S. Funds (Canadian funds for
Canadian orders) Add $5 for postage.

Joe Uebelacker, 560 Maple Tree Cres.
RR1 Fraserville, Ontario, Canada KOI IVO
Now owners of all 'New England Caller'
products. Caller Teacher manual, Caller Text,
Mainstream and Plus Student Handbooks. Diplomas. Calendars, Line Dance Books.
Videos, and lots more. Call or write for a price list.

PALOMINO RECORDS INC
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 1-800-227-5420
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RECORD DISTRIBUTORS

VIDEOS

ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS

KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instructional video tape series.
"BOB HOWELL LIVE" $19.95 + $3 S/H. II "quick

Continuing Dealer Management Program

PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455.41050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 800.346-4867 or (603)876-4001
E-mail: Supreme@SupremeAudio.com
Website: www.SupremeAudio.com

PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
1404 Weavers Run Rd,
West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 8000-227-5420

S/D PRODUCTS
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
Turntables, Speakers, Speaker Stands,
Microphones (standard and wireless).
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs.

Palomino Records, Inc.
1404 Weavers Ran Rd., West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420

teach" dances for one night stands and recreational use.

"KENTUCKY RUNNING SET' a traditional
mountain-style dance. Includes video and 2 audio
cassettes (Dances From Appalachian and audio of
Stew Shacklette calling the dance.) $29.95 + $2 S/H.

"JERRY HELT'S DANCE PARTY", featuring
material useful for one night stands for community dance programs. Includes audio of Jerry
calling the dances. $29.95 plus $3 S/H.
"SCOTT MCKEE'S INTRODUCTION TO
CLOGGING" makes clogging easy, even for the
novice. $19.95 + $3 S/H

"JERRY HELT'S COMMUNITY DANCE
PARTY" features a 24 basic square dance program
suitable for community dance programs. Includes
audio of Jerry calling the dances. $29.95 + $3 S/H.
Send check to: Kentucky Dance Foundation do

Stew Shacklette 460 Long Needle Road,
Brandenburg, KY 40108. Visa and MC accepted.
Phone: 502-422-2421 or 800-446-1209 to order.

CALLER INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS by ED
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio"
Largest selection of professional calling and
cueing equipment, records and publications
available from one source!
HILTON SOUND SYSTEMS
YAK STACKS

PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: supreme@SupremeAudio.com
Website: www.SupremeAudio.com

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
amplifiers • speakers • microphones
wireless microphones • speaker stands
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord, CA 94518
Telephone: (925) 682-8390

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

FOOTE, CALLERLAB accredited Caller
Coach. Two videos available: Creative Choreography, Sight Calling. Each color video about
90 mitts long. Presentations organized and
complete. $39.95-one tape, $59.95-both tapes.
Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Avenue,

Alliance, OH 44601
VIDEO POST-GRADUATE MULTI-POSITION TEACH TAPES by ED FOOTE. Calls
are taught from multiple positions for dancers
who already know the calls from standard
position. Numerous walk thrus of the more
difficult calls at each CALLERLAB program,
along with brief samples of dancing, and hints
for successful dancing. Understanding of calls is
emphasized. 3 video tapes available: Mainstream, A-I, A-2, (no Plus tape), each tape about
90 minutes long. Cost (includes shipping):
Mainstream $34.95, A-I $24: A-2 $24; subtract
$5 for 2 or more videos. Order from Dale

Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave, Alliance OH 44601.
Hilton AC-300B
AKG D-1200E microphonewith
20' remote cable. Yak Stack. 2 record cases.

$1,000 plus freight
George Anderson
225 W Pasadena Rd
Millersville, MD 21108
410-647-0708

NEW VIDEO RELEASES FROM THE
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION.
Bob Howell's "JOY OF DANCING" and Don
Armstrong's 3-tape series "REEL TO REEL"
and Stew Shacklette's "LINE DANCES FOR
SENIORS" and "COUNTRY-WESTERN
LINE DANCES FOR SQUARE DANCE
CALLERS". All videos are $19.95 ea. + $3 S/H.
Call (800) 446-1209 to order. MasterCard and
Visa accepted.
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RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS

PA1 FERNS

DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO
GRANDE VALLEY. Built for dancers, floating floor desinged for Square Dancing. Many
lessons, workshops and party dances weekly
November - April. LAKEWOOD R.V.
PARK, 4525 Graham Rd., Harlingen, TX
78552. Phone 956-423-1170.

SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS. Full line of SD
patterns and western. Featuring snaps. elastic and
many other items. Send your name and address along
with $2 for a catalog. Aron's, 8974
E. Huntington Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91775

CALLING EQUIPMENT
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc..
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio"
Largest selection of professional calling and
cueing equipment, records and publications
available from one source!
HILTON SOUND SYSTEMS
YAK STACKS
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: supreme@SupremeAudio.com
Website: www.SupremeAudio.com

SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE
THEME COUNTED CROSS-STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 5 patterns each. $5 ea.+$1.50 pstg. per order. State
patterns available upon request at $1.50
ea.-41.50 pstg. per order. Dealers welcome.
Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican
Trail, Wilmington, NC 28409.

SEPTEMBER 422
Jump Start Your New Dancers
Have these publications available on their first night!!

Indoctrination Handbook
$.75 each - $60 per 100
+S&H

Basic Mainstream Handbook
$1.50 each - $120 per 100
+S&H

Contact ASD at 401-647-9688
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401-647-9688 - 800-333-6236
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PALOMINO RECORDS, INC
1404 Weavers Run Road
West Point, KY 40177

(800) 328-3800
YOUR "ONE STOP" SHOP!!!
palominorecords@att.net
www.palominorecords.com
WE HAVE

GIFT CERTIFICATES!
(ANY DENOMINATION)

THE PERFECT GIFT
(ALL YEAR LONG)

FOR YOUR FAVORITE
CALLER OR CUER!
We have everything your caller or cuer could need!
Please check out our extensive & growing
web page at: www.palominorecords.com

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER
(Wholesale and Retail)
of square dance, round dance, country western,
current and oldies music
Over 500,000 records in stock!!!

VOICE ORDERS: (USA 8. CANADA) (800) 328-3800
(INTERNATIONAL) (502) 922-0074
CUSTOMER SERVICE: (502) 922-0370
FAX ORDERS- (USA & CANADA1.1800) 227-5420
(CTHE RS). (5021922-0270

FOREIGN "TOLL-FREE" FAX ORDERS'
AUSTRALIA
800-553-619
DENMARK
80001-6034
GERMANY
0130 81 7038
JAPAN
0066-33-830022
NEW ZEALAND
0800-440-629
SWEDEN
020-793550
UNITED KINGDOM
0800 89 5192
TAIWAN
0080 10 3722
BELGIUM
0800-7-4354
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The

Misadventures of Cow Cory

by Corben Geis
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SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
Square & Round Dance
Publications Headquarters!
• Burleson's Sq. Dance Encyclopedia
• Caller Teacher Manual& Caller Text
• Square Dance Manuals - Handbooks
• PLUSCALL - Plus Teaching Guide
I
• Square Dance Fundamentals
• Teaching The Mainstream Program
• Ed Foote Program Diagram Books
• Pocket Dictionaries (MS to A-2)
• Dick Han & Gene Trimmer Singers
• Bill Peters Guidebooks
• CDP - Sharing A Treasure Of Dances
• CDP - Dancing For Busy People
• Kentucky Dance Foundation Videos
• Contra Manual
• Step-Close-Step (rounds)
• Fancy Dancing Series (rounds)

In Stock... Ready to Ship!

1-800-445-7398
Phone: 800-445-7398 or 603-876-3636
Fax 800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
SupremeeSupremeAudio.com
Website: www.SupremeAudio.com

SUPREME AUDIO,

INC.

P.O. Box 50
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
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